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i. The stomutogastric nervous system of some of the decapod 
Crustacea contains severa l small isolated ganglia. / t least one of 
these ganglia is useful for the detailed investigation of the generation 
of a patterned central output controlling movement. A review  of 
previous work shows that little  is known of the anatomy and 
physiology of the sense organs innervating the foregut. This 
knowledge would be valuable fo r understanding the control mechan­
isms governing the foregut function because re fle *  mechanisms are 
probably important in this situation. Therefore the aim of the 
thesis was to investigate the mechanoreceptortr innervating the 
foregut. Work was concentrated on these sense organs because they 
are sim pler to record from  than chemoreceptors and because they 
are probably involved d irectly in the control of movement* 
ii* The large amount o f previous work on this type of sense organ 
in the higher decapods is &uu mF*nserf in an appendix* An attempt is 
also made to rev ise  some of the terminology used In the study of 
these receptors# end recent developments are reviewed in some 
detail*
ill* Two new m ajor receptor systems innervating the foregut are 
described* The posterior stomach nerve (p*s*n*) contains a group 
of about 80 neurones which innervate the posterior o f the gastric
m ill. These neurones respond to normal movements of the m ill. 
Changes in the input from the receptors affect the output Iroin the 
stornatogastric ganglion. The other system (NiPRs) consists of 
three distinct organs totalling about 40 neurones which monitor 
normal movements of the structures around the mouth.
iv. Suggestions are made for further specific work on these two 
receptor systems. What is now known of the sensory innervation of 
the foregut is summarised and suggestions are made for completing 
this knowledge.
v. Further possible work on the ganglia and the role of the 
associated mechanoreceptor organs is reviewed. Finally work on 
other problems related to the studies reported hore i6 discussed.
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section 1, 1. Ofrtogt, o(
A central question in the study o f nervous systems during this 
century has been the rela tive importance of centrally generated and 
peripherally induced mechanisms in the regulation o f behaviour (see, 
for an extended discussion, \ echanisms of Animal Behaviour, u rlcr 
and ! amilton, 1967). The control of animal movement has been a 
major aspect of the general problem because activ ities like loco­
motion are readily observable and can withstand much experimental 
manipulation.
O v e r  the last decade a small number o f arthropod preparations 
have been analysed in sufficient detail for the neuronal mechanisms to 
be reasonably clear. amples of these analyses are locu6t flight 
(v ih n, 1968) and crayfish abdomen position (Kennedy et ai., i c>67). 
Arguin^ mainly from  this evidence many workers now think that 
the redo inant feature of the control of movements in the inverte­
brates is centrally determined sequences of motor impulses, and 
that tl i ntrol reflected from  the periphery is lim ited (e.g. Horridge, 
1968). evertheless mechanisms directly involving sense organs 
may sometiiries be important. F or example, Usherv ood, Runion and 
Campbell (1968) after a careful study on locusts conclude that leg
9.
reflexes  involving the fem oral chordotonal organ and fem oral 
muscles appear to play a very significant ro le during postural and 
walking activity. Unfortunately all of these studies have suffered 
to some extent because the central component lies  within the central 
ganglia and it is therefore difficult to investigate the basic problem, 
the inter and in tra-cellu iar mechanisms which generate the central 
output (W ilson, 1966).
The work of Maynard (1966, 1967) is therefore important. He 
has reported studies on a preparation which is of great value for 
detailed analysis of the central generation mechanisms. Th is prep­
aration is the stom atogastric ganglion of the (reptantian) decapod 
cru&tacea. The small isolated ganglion of 30-35 neurones is con­
cerned, together with the slightly sm aller oesophageal and somewhat 
la rger commissural ganglia, in the control oi foregut movements.
It can produce a complex, patterned output in response to an unpatter­
ned input and it is possible to study the activities of the cells in great 
detail. The other two ganglia are also accessible fo r investigation.
in this situation re flex  control may also be important, but the 
sense organs of the foregut of the decapods are not well known. There­
fore the object of this work was to describe anatomically and physiol­
ogically the m ajor internal mechanoreceptors in the (reptantian) 
decapod foregut with a view  to using this information subsequently
10.
in the study of the ganglia and the mechanisms of control o f the 
gut. The work was concentrated on internal mechanoreceptors 
because of the ease of recording from these receptors and their 
probable direct involvement in posture and movement of the foregut 
(i.e. proprioception). Additionally this was o f interest because the 
study of these sense organs in the decapods ha6 to a large extent 
been confined previously to the abdominal MRO and the walking leg 
receptors.
Because of the large amount of recent work on proprioception 
in the decapod Crustacea an appendix (p. 88) is devoted to a review  
o f this subject. Section 1.2 of this introduction completes the 
background information with a review  of previous relevant work on 
the stomatogastric nervous system in this group. Part 2 of the 
thesis is concerned with the experimental work and part 3 with a 
discussion of the work in relation to previous information and the 
specific problem of the control of the foregut.
Section 1.2. Previous work on the Nervous System Innervatiiu
the Foregut of the Oecapoda Crustacea ( eptuiitici?.
JL.3. .t.. .AQayomy
i. Out Anatomy
The anatomy of the foregut of a typical reptantian decapod is
11.
u .
described in most textbooks of invertebrate zoology. There ie not 
a great deal o f variation in the general plan through the sub-class.
The foregut o f rxephrops. fo r  example, was described in detail by 
Yonge (1924) in the firs t volume of the Journal of Experimental 
Biology. A short vertica l oesophagus leads to a spacious cardiac 
stomach. In the dorsal posterior region of the cardiac stomach is 
a gastric in ill equipped with two lateral and a medial tooth for 
breaking up food. Behind the gastric m ill lies  a filtering apparatus 
called the pyloric stomach and this lead6 to the mid-gut.
A complex system of mainly bilaterally arranged muscles moves 
the gut to effect ingestion, trituration and food passage. There is 
some variation in the muscle systems of the three groups, the Macrura 
in general having the least developed foreguts. The same muscle 
plan, however, is recognisable throughout the 6ub-clas&. For example 
Pearson (1908) gave a complete description of the muscles in Cancer 
panurus. These muscles must contract in well defined temporal 
sequences in order to effect the functions of the foregut.
ii. Gepergl plfln qf nerves
The early work started in the last century by Audouin and N ilne 
Edwards is summarised by Keim (1915) and Blass (1941). Two later 
investigations form  the basis of our present more detailed knowledge.
The&e are the methylene blue studies of Allen (1894) on I oiuarus 
vulgaris and Orlov (1926-30) on species of Abtacus. The work of 
Heath (1941) on the brachyuran t-'ugettio products also provides 
some valuable details.
Whilst the endings of the nerve fibres are highly variable, the 
course of the m ajor nerves is constant. The findings of Orlov are 
summarised in figures 1.2, 1a. and 1.2, lb. Two bilaterally arranged 
commissural ganglia (eg) lie  on the oesophageal connectives in front 
o f the sub-cesuphageal ganglion (sb.g). Running forward from each 
commissural ganglion are two nerves, the in ferior and superior 
oesophageal nerves (io , so). These two pairec nerves unite on the 
front of the oesophagus (o) to form the curiously elongate medial 
oesophageal ganglion (og). A small ventral medial nerve (vm) con­
nects this ganglion to the supra-oesophageal ganglion (sp.g). From  
the oesophageal ganglion a medial stornatogastric nerve (st) runs up 
over the foregut to the stomatc<»M&,wric ganglion (sg) which lies  between 
the anterior gastric muscles (agm). A small medial dorsal nerve
(dm) connects the stornatogastric nerve and the supra-oesophageal 
ganglion. From  the stornatogastric ganglion a medial dorsal ventricular 
nerve (dv) runs posteriorly  and divides into the paired lateral 
ventricular nerves (lv ). These two nerves diverge to pass around the
13.
FIGURE 1.2. la .
Diagrammatic side view  of the anterior cephalothorax o f / stacus 
to show the stomatosastric nervous system. Redrawn from 
Orlov (1926a). Lettering is explained in the text. A pyloric 
sensory cell is shown on the posterior of the fcregut.
pgm
r ic u  .. . ..
Do real view of the flattened stomatoy stric  nervous system of 
/ stacus. Redrawn from  Orlov (1926a). Lettering is explained in 
the text.
og
eg
P1 
sg
agm
mv
pgm
psc
posterior gastric muscles (pgm) and on to the sides of the foregut. 
Severa l other bilaterally arranged nerves (for example the medial 
ventricular nerve, mv) run from the ganglion to the muscles of the gut.
Another large paired nerve, the postero-lateral nemve (pi), runs 
from  the commissural ganglion along the underside of the foregut and 
then on to the mid-gut. (I have found that in Homarus this nerve 
sometimes may not run directly from  the commissural ganglion but 
from  the superior oesophageal nerve). A number o f other nerves run 
from the commissural ganglion to innervate the oesophagus and lower 
cardiac stomach. Additionally Heath described the full course of 
another large paired nerve in the crab Pugettia products. These 
nerves (,s* in his term inology) are called the posterior stomach nerves 
(p .s.ns.) here. The nerves term inate peripherally around the insertion 
of the posterior gastric muscles on each side of the gastric m ill, 
f r o m  this point each nerve runs in an antero-lateral direction to the 
region above the mandible. It then descends ventrally to run back, 
usually fused with the mandibular nerve, into the thoracic ganglion.
This nerve is probably the hepatic or terminal nerve of many previous 
authors.
iii. Gtmfelia
The neuronal arrangement o f the ganglia of the foregut has been
14.
beautifully described by Orlov (1927, 1929). As an aid to further work 
Bullock and Horridge (1965) presented a detailed review  cf O rlov 's  
findings. The commissural ganglion, although it is sm aller, has the 
normal structure o f a central gtnglion with a neuropile surrounded by 
a cortex of cell bodies. The oesophageal ganglion is a diffuse struc­
ture, with cell bodies situated mainly at the junction of the two in ferior 
oesophageal nerves and the ventral median nerve. The neuropile is 
spread along from this junction to the junction of the two superior 
oesophageal nerves, but it is mainly concentrated at the latter more 
dorsal position.
Two major points from  O rlov 's  work need to be noted here. He 
concludes that the sensory pathways of the foregut are directed into 
the commissural ganglion, and that the stomatogastric ganglion loos not 
possess the anatomical structure which perm its independent reflexes. 
Orlov states that the stomatogastri c ganglion contains the following 
three elements:
15.
(a) Efferent fib res of central origin  which give o ff collaterals in 
the ganglion and then pass on to the gut muscles.
(b) Axons of the two cardiac sensory ce ils  (see iv .B .) which do 
not synapse in the ganglion.
(c) The 30-35 motor neurones which have branches in the neuro­
pile and send axons to the gut muscles.
It i& usual fo r the bilaterally sym m etrical gut muscles to be 
innervated from the two branches of a motor neurone which has 
divided near the stornatogastric ganglion.
It should be noted in passing that monoamines occur in the 
stornatogastric ganglion and that these substances may act as trans­
m itters between the ganglion ce lls  or between the motor neurones and 
the muscles of the gut (Osborne and Dando, 1969). Studies of the 
fine structure of the ganglion give results which are in agreement with 
the occurrence of monoamines in the ganglion, end also show that the 
stornatogastric nerve contains a wide range of fib re s izes  with groups 
of numerous small fibres. (J. Dando, personal communication),
iv. Sensory systems
O rlov (1926a, b) gave a detailed account of the peripheral sen­
sory ce lls  on the oesophagus, stom ach and midgut o f Astacus. There 
are some points o f difference from the ea r lie r  account o f Allen (1894) 
fo r T ooiarus.
A. Oesophagus
a. Uniterminal nerve ce ll6
These cells  are distributed under the epithelium and their 
peripheral processes penetrate through this tissue. The axons from
the cells  run into the commissural ganglia. Orlov distinguishes: 
Groups of 3-5 ce lls  scattered on the oesophagus, and tv\o groups of 
at least 100 ce lls  situated to the right and left o f the storrictogastric 
nerve.
Allen deals only with the latter groups of cells. He states that 
the peripheral processes o f these cells penetrate into the lumen o f 
the gut and that their axons pass into the superior oesophageal nerve 
and thus to the commissural ganglion. Allen proposed that these 
ce lls  were organs of taste, a suggestion supported by Orlov.
Moulins and Dando (unpublished) have confirmed that the large 
cell groups in Homarus and Astacus do have peripheral processes 
which penetrate the cuticle. The groups occur on each side o f the 
anterior medial lobe of the oesophagus (see Yonge, 1924) at the junction 
with the cardiac stomach. The fine structure of the dendrites o f the 
neurones is strikingly s im ilar to that of insect hypopharyngeal chemo- 
receptors (Moulins, 1968). Unfortunately, it has not yet been possible 
to record satisfactorily  from  these neurones in order to confirm that 
they are chemoreceptors.
b. \ ultiterminal nerve cells
According to O rlov multiterminal neurones are distributed widely 
over the free  surface of muscles and the dendrites ram ify diffusely in 
the subepltheliel connective tissue. Once again the axons of these cells
17.
run into the commissural ganglia. Alien also described ceils , 
somewhat la rger than those in the presumed cheaioreceptor organs. 
These were bipolars with long dendrites. Orlov states that this was a 
mistake and that the long dendrite breaks up and does not end in one 
terminal. 1 have not found many ctf these la rger ce lls  on the oeso­
phagus but my observations support O rlov 's  view.
B. fatomach
a. Cardiac ,kt calls
In Astacus two curious ce lls  are situated near o r  in the stomato* 
gastric ganglion. Each cell has two peripheral processes which run 
one on each side o f the gut. The central process does not join the 
neuropile of the ganglion but passes undivided to the oesophageal 
ganglion. Here it divides into two processes which pass to the com­
missural ganglia. The form  of these ce lls  resem bles the multiterminal 
ce lls  scattered on the gut musculature. A llen also described s im ilar 
ce lls  in I ornnrus.
b. 1 i l o ric  ce lls
Three cells  situated on each side of the gut in the region of the 
pyloric stomach send peripheral processes to the mid and hind gut. 
These ceils have the same general form  as the multiterminal neurones. 
The central processes run to the commissural ganglia in the postero­
16.
lateral nerve. In both Neohrops and Homarus I have seen small 
numbers of bipolar (multiter.ninal) nerve ce lls  on the pyloric region 
o f the gut. Because of the numerous anastomoses between the nerves 
in this region it is not c lear whether the axons from  these ce lls  run 
back into the commissural ganglion o r into the stornatogastric 
ganglion via the lateral ventricular nerves.
c. j;-ui>epHheUal plexus
The connective tissue surrounding the ossic les of the mas­
ticatory apparatus is rich in diffuse dendritic terminations. Orlov 
speculates that these dendrites come from  the cardiac cells  and from  
the ce lls  of the oesophagus. Allen states that a small number of 
his la rger bipolar ce lls  were scattered over the whole foregut and not 
confined to the oesophagus. It should also be noted that Heath's 
nerve 's ' runs into this area and could be contributing to this plexus 
if it contains sensory cells. Heath does not describe sensory ce lls  
in the nerve or on the gut. His work is mere concerned with the 
general layout of the nerves.
d. Innervated hairs inside the stomach
Ringel (1924) described some of the hairs inside the stomach as 
innervated sensory organs. Yonge (1932) states that the hairs inside 
the stomach are definitely not innervated. This subject has not been
19.
investigated with modern techniques.
l.a.«S. Physiology
Very little  information is available on the physiology of this part 
o f the crustacean nervous system. The mode of action of the 
mandibles* laorum* oesophagus* stomach and gastric m ill is virtually 
unknown. Old reports are discussed in section 3.1.1. Recently in 
addition to the work of Maynard on the stomatogastric ganglion and 
the work on sensory systems dealt with in thic thesis there has been 
only one other investigation by Larim er and Kennedy (19b6) on the 'k* 
(cardiac) sensory ce lls  described by Orlov.
^toiuatoaastric oaa^lico 
Maynard has reported on two aspects of the generation of the 
patterned output by the stomatogastric ganglion in response to 
stimulation of stomatogastric nerve input to the ganglion.
A. 1 ioiiiarue stomatogastric ganglion; relationships between units in 
the lateral, medial and anterior VciUpiculaPn_eryeL.,
Maynard (1966) reported a study in which he used extracellu lar 
wire electrodes to monitor the effects on four units o f preganglionic 
stimulation. F igure 1.2.2, hows the experimental arrangement and 
the form of the cyc lic  response. Table 1.2. 1. shows tho units* nerves 
and their destinations. A fter confirming that the activity he was
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Diagram of isolated stornatogastric preparation arranged for 
recording. Recording electrodes were placed on (a) anterior 
ventricular nerve, (1) lateral ventricular nerve, and (m) median 
ventricular nerve. Recording (sg) or recording and stimulating 
electrodes (o ) were placed on stornatogastric nerve. Traces aoove 
preparation diagram the form of activity recorded; a single unit 
from  ana two units fro rn j.

Hflcaapus st^ngto^astPic .gan&lion;_relationships 9f units, 
nerves, and m i^cles
Unit Nerve bestiiiction
a anterior ventricular ventro-lateral cardiac
muscle
m median ventricular lateral gastric dilators
1 (two dorsal and lateral
neurones) ventricular nerves unknown
recording occurred in m inimally dissect jd animals he asked one 
question:
•What kinds of interaction within the stornatogastric L,anglion 
produce this cyclic  patt rned output? 1
Figure 1.2.3. shows the range of variations in the output which 
he found. A-rn and m-1 cycles occur without a gap left bj the missing 
element. Discharge of the JL unit in bursts in the absence of other 
activity in £ or r£L indicates that the burst formation is not dependent 
on the interactions considered here (see B). In contrast bursts or 
interrupted discharges in ^  do seem to require activity in either ^  
o r j .  In the 6th variation short bursts of £  alternate with long bursts 
in the next cycle, the phase relations between £ and and the cycle 
frequency are constant but the tim e gap between £ and^l is filled  with 
m activity. Such variations indicate that the precise phasing and 
sequence o f the cycle, with little  or no overlap, depends upon inter­
actions between the units not upon an external pattern generator.
Maynard then wertt on to show the effects upon the pattern activity 
of variations in stimulus strength and frequency of the presynaptic 
priming. Increasing stimulus frequency increased cycle frequency 
and both instantaneous and average frequencies o f elements £  and jjn. 
(whilst 1_ burst remained relatively  constant). It seems that the
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Diagram of variations of cyclic  activity recorded from anterior (a ), 
median (in) and lateral (1) ventricular nerves. Horizontal thicken­
ings represent bursts of repetitive spikes in a o r 1 as indicates; 
time runs from left to right. Three possible combinations* a alone* 
ai ...» and aim ... have not been observed as yet.

e cit Mlity of r ll the elements increased but overlap did not occur 
and increases in cycle frequency and duration of a bur t activity 
occurred at the expense of the di ration of thejm burst. Increasing 
s tl It v strength (e.g. no.of afferents) at a cor ency
produced different results. With low level priming only X. units 
discharge, firing in bi rsts. Then the frequency o f i, bursts increases 
and the rn, begins to fire  between the bursts. With stronger priming 
the frequencies of both 1^ burst end jm. unit activity increase and a unit
'V
burs ts appear. Again both the increas es in cycle frequency and £ 
bursts occur at the expense of m. burst duration. Maynard states ti at 
in all probability a and l_ unit activity is associated with inhibition of 
the m_ unit.
Figure 1.2.4. summarises the network of interconnections 
sug ; s.ted by the expert nents. Inputs 1-3 are thought to be independent 
bee Li n of the different thresholds shov n to stimulus strength, 
however they probably represent more than one channel. The in­
hibitory priming chann ! to a is demonstrated by the fact that a dis-
ch trc s only at the end, and never during, strong high-frequency 
oriming.
Given active elements i/jjn, end & the critica l interconnections 
fo r  the production of cyclic  activity are 5-o. A ll tuese are inhibitory.
FIGURE 1,2.4,
btom atogaetric ganglion, suggested interconnexions necessary for 
cyclic activity, a. I. and m represent neurone or neurones sending 
axons in the anterior, lateral, and median ventricular nerves res ­
pectively. The small 'b* above the output arrows of units a and 1 
indicates that these discharge in bursts that are not determined by 
the network diagrammed here. Connexions 1-4 represent afferents 
from  the stomatogastric nerve which synapse with stomatog. rtr ic  
neurones. 1-3 are excitatory, and each connexion, e.*,. 1. o r 2 o r  
3, probably contains several fibres. Connexion 4 is inhibitory. 
Connexions 5-8 presumably occur within the ganglion neuropile 
between the units shown, and all are inhibitory. The evidence for 
connexions 5 and 6 is relatively  direct. Connexions 7 and 8 are 
in ferred from certain aspects of the cyc lic  pattern (see text) but 
have not been demonstrated directly. The connexions shown are 
the simplest possible to account for the observations, but should 
not be taken to imply the absence of additional complexities. For 
example, the possibility o f inhibitor interneurones between 1 and m. 
o r  a and m in place of the direct connexions shown cannot be excluded 
with t>rescat evidence.
I
Connections 5 and 6 from 1_ and^ to r are well demonstrated by the 
Inhibitions o f thejm unit activity. Connection 7 is cl;:;jested by the 
£ JH.il £ f Ull 1 cycle and 8 seems necessary to account for the failure of 
the discharges of unit 1_ and <Q to overlap. Maynard concludes that: 
•The integrative capacity o f the stomatogaetrio ganglion appears to be 
on order of magnitude beyond that of the cardiac ganglion. In addition 
to synchronous bursts, the system is capable of sequential o r  ordered 
dischargee reminiscent of resp iratory cr iocomotory cycles found in 
m ore complex ganglia. lthough analysis has only be un, the pro­
duction of these patterns does not seem to involve a single, monolithic 
mechanism controlling all aspects of the discharge. Rather, to some 
extent it seems to take already complex activity, such as the burst of 
the_l elements, and weld it together with other systems and units to 
pr . ce the final pattern. ven in uch a stereotyped one sim plified 
system as this therefore, the principle of a hierarchy of organisation, 
o integration by leve ls , seem s basic,*
• -------- 1— ;_L——_  ^ a n ^ I jo n ;. re la t io n sh ip s  ' 1,1 Lilts
in the lateral ve ntricular nerves 
Again in this investigation Mayn rd and Rurke (1966) and Maynard 
(1967) were interested in the mechanisms which generated patterned 
activity within the ganglion when the stomatogastric afferent? were 
stimulated.
However here they used intracellu lar techniques to study the activity 
o f units also recorded in one lateral ventricular nerve. Unfortunately 
no figures are available as only an abstract of a talk and a short note 
are available. F igure 2.1.15. shows the activity found often in the 
nerves from  the stomatogastric ganglion of Cancer pagurus. It 
appears possible to equate this recording to some extent with Maynard's 
description. He states that group A_ fires  first. It contains 4 
neurones, two with large potentials and two with small potentials. 
Following the A burst there is a short silent period before the single 
B neurone discharges. As the B-neurone stops, sm ell s-potentials 
from at least 4 neurones begin to appear. These increase to a steady 
level and then taper o ff abruptly as the A burst begins again. The 
sequence Aj, JBj s, is stable and often continues for long periods with 
little  change. In other preparations, the B-element may be irregu lar 
o r absent without markedly changing the time course of the A -5 
alternation. The top trace of line i 1. figure 2.1.15. (p. 50) shows 
activity in the dorsal ventricular nerve. The trace starts with a group 
o f small units, then a large unit fires. A fter this burst there is a 
distinct silent period followed by one la rger unit bursting. Then the 
small group fires  again. 1 think that the largest unit is probably 
the next largest part of the A group, and the small group the £  units.
Examination of line C (lateral ventricular nerves) shows that the 
medium unit is in fact double (two units firing almost synchronously) 
and that another two sm aller synchronous units sometimes fire  at the 
same time. This tends to confirm  these units as group A of 4 neurones. 
F igure 1. 2. 2. shows Maynardf6 units in the Homarus stornatogastric 
ganglion. It will be seen that the_l unit is in fact two synchronous units* 
suggesting that they are equivalent to the la rger units of the A burst in 
Acvlla. This view  is supported by the timing of the large unit in the 
lower trace in line B of figure 2.1.15. This trace shows the recording 
from the outer lateral nerve (median ventricular nerve). The large 
unit is probably equivalent to Maynard*sjm unit as it is the only one of 
the two which som etimes fire s  regularly without bursting (compare 
figures 1.2,3. and 2.1.16). Th is unit in line B of figure 2.1.16. al ys 
fire s  just before the A burst of the dorsal ventricular nerve. Th is is 
the co* ect rrM tim ing to fit figure 1.2.2, It appeals therefore that the 
A unit discussed here is equivalent to the JLunit discussed in sub­
section A.
It is difficult to discuss the experimental work without more 
information but the conclusions are clear enough in themselves.
•Of the nine ce lls  involved the four A-neurons coupled e lectro - 
tonically provide the tim ing and organizing signal fo r the pattern. 
Whether the A-burst involves an active slow membrane response or not
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is unclear, but it does appear to require the observed reciprocal 
coupling The single ^-neuron is under inhibitory bombardment 
from two sources* d irectly from  the s_-neurons and indirectly from 
the _-netrons. It is releaf ed from inhibition only following the A - 
burst and at that tim e may reach sufficient depolarization to soike.
The [^-spikes evoke IP S P  in some o f the A-neurons so that reciprocal 
Inhibition exists between A and B cells. This insures that either A 
or B elements, but not both, are active, but does not play a significant 
role in determining the B* g  sequence. The 4+ s-neurons inhibit 
the B-eiement. They serve two functions, ( 1) they keep the B -cell 
inactive sc that it does not in terfere with the start o f the A-burst, and 
(2) because of inhibition during and after the A-burst, they allow post- 
inhibitory excitation in the B cell to develop. We do not know whether 
the s-neurons react m ore d irectly with the A -ce lis  • but at this tim e 
we suppose that they do not*.
They add,
•that all possible formal patterns of interconnection between two 
elements exist in the ganglion.
1. Reciprocally excitatory, A -A  ce lls , leading to positive feedback and 
overload.
2. Reciprocally inhibitory, A-B  cells , leading to a bistable syste- in
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which either one or the other may be active at a given ti ne, but 
not both.
3, Negative feedback, leading from  the £  elements, through
inhibition o f the inhibitor, to effective excitation o f the inhibitory
O-cell. According to param eters o f the elements, this may lead 
to a stable or an oscillatory response,*
In addition to further work on the ganglion itse lf, the questions 
now to be asked are what is the nature of the presynaptic input tc the 
stomatogastric ganglion and what are the effects of the output on the 
muscle system.
ii. Ccpdiac,.:: en&ppjf,C e l l 3
Larim er and Kennedy (1966) studied the stomatogastric nervous 
system of Procambarue clarkiL  Th is system is sh la figure 1.2.5. 
They began by recording from  the cut end of one superior oesophageal 
nerve. Norm ally there was a cc x but stereotyped sequence of 
discharges in about three axons. This pattern was repeated at a 
frequency identical to that o f normal stomach contractions. These 
afferent signals are therefore a centrally directed report of the 
complex movements of the anterior d igestive tract.
The most prominent element of the discharge was a fibre which 
fired rhythmically at low frequencies in preparations in which only
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Diagram of tae btomatogastric system of Arocc-.nbarub clapkii.
A n t .  gastr ic  muscle
the peripheral connections to the stornatogastric ganglion were left 
intact. They worked on this element. The regular ms charge of the 
unit changed to g ive a phaso-tonic response to imposed ramp stimuli. 
Natural stimulation often broke the discharge up into discrete bursts. 
Identical recordings of this unit could be obtained from  the stomato- 
gastric nerve or from either superior oesophageal nerve. C learly 
the cell has a branch down each superior oesophageal nerve. Cutting 
the dorsal ventricular nerve had no effect on the cell o r its response 
to mechanical stimulation. Cutting one of the lateral nerves (probably 
equivalent to NGA of K uynard, 19Cb) caused transient increases in 
frequency* Cutting both lateral nerves produced variable results L^oh 
as prolonged regular discharges which suggest that the ceil was 
capable o f maintaining autogenic activity with the ganglion totally 
isolated. It was, however, c lear that the lateral nerves contained the 
elements responsible for the mechanical responses of the cell, since 
cutting either one eliminated the discharge that could be evoked by 
manipulation o f the ossic le  on that side. In subsequent experiments 
recordings were made from both lateral and both superior oesophageal 
nerves in various combinations. These recordings confirmed that the 
discharges were synchronous and that they could be reset by stimulation 
of these nerves. Stimulation of the oesophageal connectives failed
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to reset the discharge rate and this indcates that the neurone has 
term inal synapses in the commissural ganglia.
Larim er and Kennedy state that the unit under analysis was a 
four-branched cell with its soma in the stomatogastric ganglion and 
processes in each lateral and each superior oesophageal nerve, that 
it was capable of autogenic discharge, and that it responded to 
mechanical stimulation of the anterior stomach. Th is unit fits very 
well with the sensory ce lls  described b^  Orlov in the stomatogastric 
ganglion (k ce lls ) and Larim er and Kennedy regard these elements 
as identical.
Their subsequent work showed that the side of the cardiac stomach 
undergoing the most distortion causes its dendrite of the cell to fire  
faster than the other dendrite and that this frequency invades all the 
other- branches. (The dendrites car ry action potentials, see appendix).
F unctionally therefore the unit serves  to produce a balanced output 
from an unbalanced input. The output frequency to each oommist oral 
ganglion is identical, and e^ual to the : icst active receptor ter tinal. 
They did not investigate the re flex  effects of the input but suggest that 
it influences the motor output to the anterior gastric muscles and that 
its motor influence is bilaterally distributed. Therefore  the entire 
re flex  would act as a mixing circu it that could balance accidental
asym m etries in the action of the relevant muscles. They s u r e s t  
that given this function the cell represents the most economical way 
of doing the job. It should be noted that they do not rule out the 
possibility that the cell has connections in the stomatog<.;stric ganglion.
1.^.3. Nummary oi Previous •> ork
a) The general plan of most of the major nerves in the anterior 
stom etogastric system is known, but individual variations and 
frequent anastomoses prevent effective anatomical tracing of the 
peripheral endings of many nerves.
b) The neuronal arrangement of the ganglia in Astacus is well 
described. The commissural ganglia appear to be the only place 
where sensory information is directed, it is known that this 
ganglion produces a complex tem porally patterned output but no 
detailed investigations have been made. The function of the 
oesophageal ganglion is unknown. The stomatogastric ganglion 
has been the subject o f detailed investigation. It seems to control 
the activ ities oi touch of the stomach but its own activities are 
dependent on presynaptic information from the C.N6 . fh e  
nature o f this input is not known.
c) Severa l sensory systems are described anatomically and one 
interesting system has been analysed physiological!: . There are.
however, numerous gaps in our knowledge.
d) The layout of the m ajor muscles is known but no physiological 
information is available.
e) The mode of action of the foregut is not well described.
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Wirt 2. : xaerlmentol
section 2. 1. The > ostcrtor ^tv ..ach .\ervo 
- 1. 1. Introduction
Meath (1941), who w rk ed  on the kelp crab i lutottlo uroducta. 
is  the only author to have fully described the course of one of the 
la rger paired nerves t's* in his term inology) in the stomutogastrio 
nervous system. These nerves terminate peripherally around the 
insertion of the posterior gastric  muscles on each side of the gastric 
m ill, 1 rom this point each nerve runs in an antero-lateral direction 
to the region above the mandible, it then descends ventrally to run 
back, usually fused with the mandibular nerve, into die thoracic 
ganglion, u> taming with methylene blue demonstrated that in Homarufc 
\lrtt*sTlfc> “ d dancer us these nerves, which we term  the
posterior stomach nerves (p. s. as.), contain numerous ce il bodies.
The morphology of the cell bodies in the p,s,ns, strongly 
resem bles that of previously described crcstacectn meciianoreceptops 
(for example, Pabst k Kennedy, 1967) and suggests that the p*s,ns, 
have a sensory function. The position of the nerve endings on the 
posterior arch of the gastric  m ill suggests that if the nerves have a 
propriosensory function the information transmitted centrally affects 
the output from  the stom atogastric ganglion to the muscles o f the m ill.
The present work demonstrates the validity of these assumptions. The 
p.s.n. does contain neurones which respond to normal movements of the 
gut, and stimulation of a p.s.n. when it is isolated peripherally but 
connected centrally does affect the output from  the stom etogastric 
ganglion. Th is section describes the anatomy and physiology of the 
P.s.n« sensory system in some detail.
I k L i i  A ateria ls  and ethods
Honiapus vulasrts and Cancer p&aurus were obtained locally. 
Specimens of i alinurus vulgaris wore obtained from  W. Harvey, Fish 
K erchant, Penzance, Cornwall. The Honru pus used were between 20 
and 22 cm long and the Cancer between 15 and 17 cm broad across the 
carapace.
The methods of Alexandrowicz and Whitear (1957) were used for 
the methylene blue staining. In both the lobsters and crabs the gastric 
m ill is covered with thick white tissue. This tissue had to be removed 
gradually as the nerves stained to facilitate further staining. For the 
examination of the nerve with the electron m icroscope the tissue was 
fixed in 2 per cent osmium tetroxide solution diluted vith an equal 
volume of sea water. Acetone was used as the dehydrating agent and 
Araldite as the embedding medium. Thick sections were cut with a 
r orter-B lum  m icrotom e and stained with toluidine blue. Thin sections
were cut with an LKB microtome, stained with lead citrate and uranyl 
acetate, and examined with an AEI E\ 6B electron microscope.
For the electrophysiological experiments two preparations were 
used. Alter induced autotomy of the chelae and walking legs Cancer 
provided a minimally dissected preparation by simple removal of the 
carapace and epidermis over the gastric mill. The stomach was 
always cleared several times by means of a hypodermic syringe. 
Although the p,s,ns, were always near the exposed surface it was 
usually necessary to isolate the nerves from the surrounding tissues.
In order that the p,s,ns« could be located easily and a reasonable 
length of the nerves exposed, the large specimens were used. This 
produced difficulties when the chelae were removeo because it was 
not always possible to make the animal uutotomize these limbs. If 
these ii.uos were removed surgically the blood losses were stemmed 
with tissue paper. After dissection the aniim I was transferred as 
quickly as possible to an experimental bath (figure 2, 1, 1,) containing 
aerated saline (Pantirn 962), The saline temperature was kept between 
7 and 12°C  by a flow of water around the experimental bath. The 
anterior aorta was left intact in all experiments.
For experiments with 1 omarus the thorax was isolated and the 
digestive gland removed irom it. The thorax and stomach were
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i-xperimentai bath used to hold cancer oanurub- The outer section 
was filled with sea water from the mein supply. The inlet (ti> and 
outlet (to) allowed a flow of water to be used, this effectively kept 
the animal at the sea water temperature. A flow of aerated saline 
was also obtained in the inner bath by means of the inlet (si) and 
outlet (so). The animal was placed, ventral side dowr\ on the two 
shaped stance (st). The forward extensions of these stands (e) held 
the curved anterior thorax steady. The animal was secured by 
two brackets (b) pushed onto pillars (p) and looked into place by the 
nuts (n) which were screwed tightly down.

thoroughly washed with sea water at tl it stage. Thr n the tl < rax ae
split longitudinally from  the ventral surf ce. On one side the Vole
urocardiec tooth o f the gastric u ill was retained. T l i half th< rax*
which contained the ;a jorlty o f the gastric  m ill* was laid oa it: . t e r
side and the ventral a r t  of the stomach was removed, i'he apodeme
of the posterior adductor auscle was then cut and the p, . 1, i -as
separated from  neighbouring tissues thus exposing a long length from
thr ed^e of the mandible to the postorior adductor muscle o f the
mandible. Finally the ventral part of the body wall was cut away nd
the a icdeme o f the posterior adductor muscle pinned a ice. Thit
procedure enabled recording from the r< gion o f the r**£*n. roxi. @1 to
the uin group o f cell: . ^ec rein from the dku  1 portion of t lerve
mas accomplished after the entire posterior adductor u d e  was
o
rem. ve Cool ( iO to  15 C) filtered  sen water was used as the b t ing 
fluid.
V xtraceHuiar recording and eti luiction were carried  out with
fine ire e lectro  e on which the nerve was lifted into liquid e r  inn. 
Stimulation techniques are described in the next section (2.2.2).
Glass f iicroelectro i es filled  with $m KCl and having a resistance of
Q \ : 1 - p -C.cr r Mr . ial
methods of amplification and display were used.
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A k i .  natomv
i. Hpmarus vu l^ rts
The p.e.ns. which in Honiara, are branches of the outer man­
dibular nerves, are symmetrically a r ra n g e d  on each side of the animal* 
Bach p.s,n« proceeds vent ro-laterally along the mandible and then turns 
dorsaily to run up the side wall of the thorax just anterior to the 
cervical groove. The nerve then enters the ventral surface of the 
posterior adductor muscle of the mandible, and after passing through 
this muscle, runs onto the gut by way of the posterior external gastric 
muscle. The nomenclature used is trial of Keim (19151 and Schmidt 
(1915),
\ igure 2,1,^, shows the nerves which occur in the region of the 
mandible on the right side of the animal. The outer mandibular nerve 
leaves the circum oesophageal connective as a single trunk In the 
majority of animals and divides into two near the ventral head muscle. 
Both branches pass under the ventral head muscle and run out towards 
the lateral adductor muscles. Just alter the first division of the main 
nerve the posterior branch divides again giving rise to a nerve which 
courses ventrally under the major abductor muscle onto the inner 
surface of the mandible. This is the posterior stomach nerve. The 
nerve runs along the posterior edge of the mandible and then onto the
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The origin of the right p»e»n. from the outer mandibular nerve in 
Homerus vulgaris. The dorsal pert of the animal has been removed 
and the interior of the mandible is seen from above. The anterior 
of the animal is at the top of the diagram. The outer mandibular 
nerve (omn) leaves the connectivo (oc) as a single trunk. Just after 
the first division of the nerve the posterior branch divides again 
giving rise to the posterior sto.nach nerve (pan) which drops down 
onto the mandible ( mn ) under the major abductor muscle (tru.ebd). 
The divisions of thu uU,er mandibular nerve usually occur near the 
ventral he* d muscle (vhm). The other two branches of the outer 
mandibular nerve run out towards the lateral adductor (l.udd) muscles. 
The posterior stomach nerve crosses the edge of the mandible behind 
the minor abductor muscle (mi.ad) and runs out towards the thoracic 
base of the posterior adductor muscle of the mandible, the mandibular 
apodeme (apd) of this muscle is shov«n here.
v h m
ma.abd
mi.ad
1cm.
side wall of Che thorax, it gives off small branches to sense origans 
on the surface and borders of the mandible. Sw any of the fibres in these 
branches are recurrent and run parallel to the p»s.n. for a short 
distance. A few ceil bodies, usually with processes innervating the 
epidermis, are often present in the nerve trunk in this region. Most 
of these cells ere bipolar* but some tripolar cells may be seen.
Figure 2.1.3* shows the direction taken by the left p.s.n* on the 
lateral wall of the thorax. The p*s.n. runs in a straight line usually 
Just anterior to the bow of the cervical groove. The nerve is usually 
about 250 urn in diameter in this region. The position of the individual 
cell bodies and the distribution of the minor branches of the nerve 
which innervate the epidermis vary widely even between the two sides 
of the same animal. The main group of cells, however, always occurs 
immediately before the nerve enters the adductor muscle, and the distal 
processes of most of these cells run to the gastric mill. It was 
difficult to obtain good methylene blue staining of all the ceils in any 
one preparation. Nevertheless, in many preparations 60 cells were 
clearly visible and up to 80 were seen in some preparations. This 
compares with a total of about 105 to 125 fibres in the nerve Just distal 
to the group of cells (see later, figure 2.1.5b.). No other cell bodies 
are present between the major grou. md the ending of the nerve on the
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The course of the left p.s.n. on the lateral wall o f the thorax of 
HomuPUs vuli a ria . The anterior of the animal is to the right and 
the top of the diagram is dorsal. The apodeme of the posterior 
adcuctor .*.uscle of the mandible has been cut and pulled dor? ally. 
The posterior stomach nerve (psn) crosses the mandible (mn) 
between the minor abductor muscle of the mandible (mi.ab) and 
the abductor muscle of the coxopodite of the 1st m axilla.(c.cb).
It crossei (1 x in front of the bow of the cervical groove (eg). 
The main group of cell bodies (cbs) occurs just before the nerve 
eaters the posterior adductor rnuscle (p.ucl.) and about level with 
the thoracic base of the anterior dorso-ventral muscle (dvm). The 
other mu cle in this region is the attractor muscle of the epirneral 
plate (at.e).

gastric mill but a few cells are always present between the major 
collection and the mandible. The cell bodies are of two types. The 
majority are simple bipolars of about 60x4Qum (figure 2,1,4a,), The 
others are varieties of bipoiars which tend towards a monopolar type 
(figure 2, i,4 b j, and are of the same size as the simple bipolars. No 
anatomical connexions were observed between the cells in the group,
A large number of nerve fibres ramify in the thoracic epidermis 
surrounding the p,s,n.« particularly near the base of the anterior doreo- 
ventral muscle. Many of the fibres run into the region from other 
nerves, but the p,s,n« also sends fibres to this area between the 
mandible and the adductor muscle, .Sometimes the fibres are given 
oil in groups which form minor branches ot the nerve, and occasionally 
processes lead directly from a cell body in the p,s,n, out into the 
epidermis. The fibres innervating the epidermis often split up with 
characteristic multiple bifurcations which spread the distal processes 
from one cell over a wide area. Correlated with the branching of the 
main p»s,ru is a decrease in the number of fibres in it (as shown by 
electron microscopy) from about 160 to 180 on the thoracic edge of 
the mandible to about 105 to 125 immediately distal to the main group 
of cells (figures 2,l.5a,b), The fibres in the nerve form a fairly 
homogeneous collection with regard to diameter and none are larger
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Nerve ceils in the p,s,o« of > Quifarib vuIm&pis stained with methylene 
blue and fixed in ammonium < tolybdate, A* A collection of bipolar 
ceils from  the main aroup of cells of a preparation. The deeper- 
Ulna ceils are only lightly stained but this is not due to them having 
thick shu  ^tits as in the oelis of ( ancer (figures 2.1,9, dnd 2, 1, 10),
B# A cell which is almost of a monopolar form. In ooth A and B 
the peripheral processes e re  at the top of the picture.

i pwwven.* fractions of the p .l.o . of 1 ou^rot, yuli^na. Thebe nervet
were fixed in osmium tctrcxide and stained in toluidine blue. It is 
sometimes difficult to decide if small objects are fibres* but electron 
micro graphs show that there are very few small unsheathed fibres in 
the p»e*n. The figures quoted in the text are taken from counts of 
five preparations. A. beet ion of a pwe.ru on the thoracic edge of 
the nsnoiblu, I here are sbout 17U processes in this section. B» 
flection of the seats nerve as in A immediately distal to the position 
of the main group of cells. There are about 120 processes in this 
section.

then Rum. Near the mein group of cell bodies the proximal processes 
are nearly all alike in structure and sim ilar to previous descriptions 
of crustacean nerve fib res (fo r  example, that of the crab leg nerve, 
Horridge end Chapman, 1964), One striking point o f d ifference shown 
in the cross-sections o f the p.s.n. is the roundness of t  > f i b r e s  (ft ure 
2. l.ti). There is no gre<^t d ifference between the erv* roce< « es 
proximal and distal to the m ajor group of cells.
rhc art of the pw8*a» which runs to the gastric ill is often 
divided as it enters the adductor muscle but these separate trunks join 
chin the muscle end the total diameter of the nerve decreas : .
Few small side branches leave the main trunks aft r they enter the 
posterior adductor muscle. Part of the mandibular nerve and a large 
hi ' vei f el run in the same gap in the uscle as the p.s.n., but the p, 
s.n. is  most superficia lly positioned. Os the p.s*n« reaches the base 
of the gastric muscle it is often crossed by another nerve which sup­
plier the body wall epiderm is in this region. On the posterior external 
gastric  nuscle the o.s.n. spreads out and many of the fibres I d  by 
multiple bifurcations as the nerve a ) roaches the gastric m ill.
The exact location of the endings of the p.s.n. on the gastric ill 
was difficult to ascertain. Th is  difficulty was caused by the pres ice 
o f an ana&tc is between the p.s.n. and I other a< nw r
IL L l L ____
An e lectron icrograph of ty[3ical fib res in the p.s.n. of Homarus 
vulgar is. Th is section i6 of processes just distal to the main 
group of ce lls from  the same nerve as is shown in figure 2.1.5. 
d ® nerve fibre, probably the peripheral process of a cell in the 
pws.ru; I • in; r sheath of nerve lib re; m * Mitochondrion; 
s ■ outer f heath of nerve fibre; g « sheath cell nucleus.

the gastric mill. The other nerve© forming the junction ere the 
lateral ventricular nerve, and the three nerves that run respectively 
over tha cardio-lateral muscle, round the posterior gastric muscles, 
and onto the pyloric region of the gut. The lateral ventricular nerve 
contributes many fibres to the last two n rve® mentioned. These 
fibres ere easily traced because of their large size. Figure 2,1.7. is 
a diagram of this region though the precise anatomy is variable between 
different preparations. Often there are anastomoses, involving small 
numbers of fibre©, between the p.e.n. and branches of the nerve running 
around the gastric muscles before the major junction. The p,s»n. can 
contribute fibres to all other nerve© partaking in the anastomosis and 
branches of single fibres do pass into differed nerves, I espite this 
complexity one significant feature is often seen in preparations in which 
the p.8.n. divides before the major anastomosis. In such preparations 
some branches of the p*s.n. do run to the gastric mill without en­
countering any other nerves (that is to say, bypassing the junction).
The fibres in these branches ramify in the connective tissue which 
occurs in the regions between the posterior gastric muscle© and the 
dorsal edges of the excpyloric and zygocardiac ossicles. (This con­
nective tissue fills all the spaces between the ossicles of the mill and 
is easily distinguished from the thick white tissue which overlays the
l ,L J L r L ,V .7 .
The peripheral termination of the right p.e.n. on the posterior of 
the gastric mill of 1'omarue vuli^rlB. The anterior of the animal 
Is to the right. The lateral ventricular nerve (lvn) has been cut 
and pulled clear of the thick white tissue which still overlays the 
dorsal surface of the gut. Thie tissue has been removed from the 
base of the posterior external gastric muscle (pegrn), The 
posterior stomach n r v o  (pen) rune along the ventral surface of 
the posterior external gastric muscle and gives off a small branch 
to the connective tissue which invests the region between the 
posterior gastric  muscles (pigm * posterior internal gastric 
muscle) and zygoc. rdiuc ossicle (zo). The posterior stomach nerve 
then aoastoi; loses with the lateral ventricular nerve, f r om this 
ana to mot it a nerve (cln) rune over the cardiolateral muscle (elm ). 
'I*he thick v.hite tissue has been removed from this muscle down to 
the infero-l<*ert;l ossicle (tio). Other nerves from the anastomosis 
run over the pyloric region of the gut (pro) and around the gastric 
muscles (pgn).
psn
pegm
pgn
prn
&c stric mill,). Nerve fibres also run onto the top of the mill between 
the Insertion of the posterior gastric muscles sad the prepyloric 
ossiclo, and laterally along the dorsal edge of the xygocardiac ossicle.
In all preparations there were nerve fibres in these regions and often 
some could be traced back to the p»s«n, Though some fibres run 
deeply into the connective tissue none were traced directly onto the 
ossicles,
it. Faitatfreg.vM&arte
in this species the p,s,n, follows a similar course to tfu t described 
for Horns rus, The main group of cell bodies is usually nearer the 
mandible than in H om ans, and its position is often obscured by a blood 
vessel. The cell bodies are large (£0x4Ount) and are generally pear­
shaped with the blunt end facing centrally. There is also a small 
proportion of cells tending towards the monopolar type. The p,s,n, is 
commonly divided into a number of trunks distal to the main group of 
cells. The nerve runs external to the posterior adductor muscle of 
the mandible and through a gap in the anterior dor so-ventral muscle,
I lid not continue working with this species because yellow tissue 
(see Alexandra wicx and Whitear, 1957) obscured the central end of the 
p,s,n»9 and the gastric mill is much weaker than that of 1 oniapus.
41.
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The course of the two p»s.ns. on the dorsal surface of Cancer 
(figure 2. 1.8.) Is sim ilar to that described for r uaettia by Heath. At 
the base of the posterior external gastric muscles each nerve runs 
laterally for a short distance and lies alongside a small muscle which 
is an extension of the internal abductor muscle of the mandible. This 
small extension is not described by Peart on (1906) in his monograph 
on aocer. The p.s.n. often divides in order to pass round this muscle, 
f ost of the cell bodies are in a group which is near this muscle or 
between it and the gut. (In a few preparations the group of cells was 
at some distance central to the internal abductor). From the small 
muscle the p»s.n. passes forward and becomes associated with the 
epidermis before reaching the cuticular insertion of the external ab­
ductor muscle of the mandible. A few cell bodies are often found 
along this region of the nerve between the two muscles. The nerve 
runs centrally along the external abductor muscle and then into the 
thoracic ganglia with the mandibular nerve. A group of 10 to 15 cell 
bodies occurs in the common root of the p»s.n. a id the mandibular 
nerve. Seme of the distal processes from these cells innervate the 
tissue overlaying the mandible but many appear to run in the p.s.n. 
There are usually 20 to 25 cells which stain in the main group of cells.
42.
The arrangement of the stomotogctstnc nervuv>* on the dorsal
surface of the gastric mill of '--au r lauurua. The thick white tissue 
hoc been removed from the dorse! surface of tie  gastric mill and 
the ptb.nb. cleared of obscuring viscera up to the point where they 
descend vent rally, on each side of tue mill the posterior stomach 
nerve (pen) contains a group of cell bodies when it is near the internal 
abductor muscle (had). The p.s.ns. then run onto the sol near the 
insertion of the posterior gastric muscles. l or clarity the usual 
anastomosis with the lateral ventricular nerves (lvn) is omitted.
The p.s.na. Join up behind the propyloric ossicle and fibres from  
one side probably often cross to the other. The region in front of 
the propyloric ossicle is heavily innervated. The connective tissue 
here overlays the reilected urocarciac ossicle (see ugure 1.11). 
i nteriorly there are four nerves arising from the region of the 
itomatogastric ganglion, The largest nerve is probaoiy analogous 
to the dorsal ventricular nerve (dvn) of 1 oinarus minus the inner­
vation of the cardio-pyloric muscles (cprn) which here are innervated 
by a separate short ventricular nerve (svn). This is often a brunch 
of the d»v.n. close to the ganglion. 1 he dorsal ventricular nerve 
divides into two lateral ventricular nerves. The paired outer lateral 
nerves loin) are probably analogous to the m uian ventricular nerves 
of hornarus ae they appear to innervate the same muscles. There 
are variable anastomoses between these lour stomatogaetnc nerves. 
The stomatogastric ganglion lies on the anterior surface of the 
cardiac stomach one it is not shown in tills diagram, »gui, anterior 
gastric muscles; pgm, posterior gastric muscles.
l c m
Cross-section© of the nerve show that it has a much thicker 
sheath than in Horn a pus  and that many of the ceil bodies also have thick 
individual sheath& (figure 2.1.9.) All the p.s.n. cells ere bipolars 
with dimensions of between 30x20um and 50x30pm. Good staining with 
methylene blue was difficult to achieve. Many of the cells a ^ear to 
have a large pale surround (figure 2.1.10.) The sheaths probaMy 
explain the capricious results of the methylene blue staining. The 
cells with the thick sheaths are of the same sizes as the other cells in 
the nerve which stain normally. However, sequential transverse sec­
tions of the nerve confirm an impression gained from methylene blue 
staining, that the initial parts of the peripheral processes of many cells 
are of greater diameter than the central processes.
in the region of the nerve between the two mandibular muscles 
(he. central to the usual position of the cell bodies) there are usually 
40 to 43 fibres. These fibres are similar in structure to those 
described for Homarus. The counts of fibres and cell bodies in the 
nerve are again fairly close. As they approach the gut many of the 
fibres in the p.s.n. divide into smaller processes, again with the 
typict i b* furcations.
The p.s.n. on each side runs on to the gut near the base of the 
posterior external gastric muscles. Each nerve usually anastomoses
43.
Transverse taction of part of the p*©.n* of Cancer pagupu&. This 
nerve wae fixed in osrrtiu n tetroxide and stained with t d i  ldine blue* 
is • individual ©heath of a cell body; cb • cell body; n© • sheath of 
P»s.n, The lar^e peri heral processes (p) of seme cells are at 
the top of the picture, .

N *Pv« cellt in tlie i*s.rw of ,;,.i.:or. . .^ u r u ^  i'hote c .iU  were 
stained with methylene blue and fixed in ammonium molyociat*. 
The large diameter peripheral process©® of the cells run towards 
the top of the picture. These cells shew the clear halo around 
the stained part of the neuiOne. rhis el loot is almost certainly 
caused by the failure of the la rge individual sheaths of the cells  
(figure to stain.

with the lateral ventricular nerve on the same aide of the gut and 
then joins the other p.s.ru just behind the propyloric ossicle. Branches 
of the posterior stomach nerves ramify in the connective tissue which 
Invests the ossicles of the mill but the innervation appears to be con* 
centretod more around the propyloric ossicle then in Pom&rua.
In • arcinus maenos thore is a Pws.n. which rune on to the gastric  
m ill in a s im ila r manner to that described for ? Yncer oagurus. Th is  
nerve also contains a group o f ce lls  in the same position as in r-, nccr. 
Uc lathee strigosa also possesses a nerve running on to the posterior 
part of the gut in the same position as in Cancer. It was difficult to 
identify ce ll bodies in lu lathoa because in the sm all number of 
specimens examined the nerve joined the epiderm is much closer to the 
gut than in oncer and made vital staining difficult,
^  t.4. ‘ ..taatoteay
i. dancer w^urus
This species wee used for most of the work as it was available 
in large numbers and because the nervous system on the dorsal surface 
of the mill is more accessible than that of Homarus. Figure 2,1.8, 
shows the normal resting position of the gastric mill and the anatomy 
of the nerves running posteriorly from the stomatogastric ganglion in 
Cancer. This diagram should be compared with Maynard*s (1956)
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figure for Y omarua. In ancer the p.s.n*. can be isolated and 
physiological activity recorded with little difficulty. The nerves in 
[ ipmarus are overlain and obscured by the posterior external gastric 
muscles. The disadvantage of using Cancer is that the stomatogastric 
ganglion usually lies on the anterior surface of the gut almost at right 
angles to the plane of the nerves shown in figure 2.1.6. The relevant 
ossicles of the gastric mill of Cancer ere Illustrated in figure 2.1.11. 
The anterior gastric muscles insert on the medial part of the pteno- 
cardiac ossicles. The posterior gastric muscles insert on the pyloric 
and exopyloric ossicles. and the csrdiopylorlc muscles span the gap 
between the anterior and posterior arches of the mill. In cpen prep­
arations the movements of the major dorsal ossicles can be followed 
during normal and induced activity.
I was not able to make a detailed study of the natural move­
ments of the gut since in most preparations the gastric mill did not 
move i.pantaneously. in those preparations in which the m ill did move 
after the carapace was opened the movements did not last longer than 
a few minutes, starvation of the animals or starvation followed by 
feeding just before the operation, hud little effect on the number of 
animals in which the mill moved spontaneously after dissection. The 
movements of the active mills consist of a synchronous motion of the
E IG L ^  M .1 1 ,
1 t*o dorsal ossicles of the gastric mill of Oancor oe^u ra sas seen
from the inside of the mill. The anterior arch consists of the 
median m ss'cardiac ossicle (me) and on each side a pterocarciac 
ossicle (*ptL The distinction between these anc the median urocardiac 
ossicle me) which bears the medial tooth (m) is emphasized in this 
drawing, ^een from this as *ect the i^ediai tooth would lie above 
the propyloric ossicle ( p p  ) in life. here the propyloric ost icle is 
shown in a m ore posterior oosition and displaced m ore than 90 from 
its usual alignment. The apex of this ossicle connects with the 
uroosrdiac ossicle* and the base with the posterior arch. The 
r if dial tooth is reflected backwards at rest. The medial pyloric 
ossicle (p)* two paired exopyloric ossicles (ep)* i nd the two zygocardiac 
ossicles (sc) make up ths posterior arch. The zygccardiac ossicles 
connect with the outer ends of the two pteroc«>rdiac ossicles in life.
The zygocardiac ossicles each beer a lateral tooth ID , in life these 
teeth would be rotated In towards the medial tooth and would lie above 
it if seen from this aspect.
ep P
me&ocardiac ossicle backwards and a smaller forward motion of Che 
prepyloric ossicle. Ia alls 1.5 cm loo# from the mesocartiiac to the 
propyloric ossicle* the rnesocurdiac ossicle was often observed to 
move backwards by 0.4 to 0.5 cm. These movements were followed 
by a slower concurrent return of the ossicles to their resting positions. 
The time taken for the complete cycle of movements to occur varied 
from 2 to 5 s. It was occasionally possible to observe one of the 
ossicles moving without the other also moving* but normally the two 
movements were co-ordinated. The movement of the rnesccardiac 
ossicle necessarily Imposes a movement on the central ports of the 
pterocarciac ossicles, and of the urocardisc ossicle. The movements 
of the propyloric ossicle probably require si ultaneoue movements 
of all the other ossicles in the posterior arch of the mill. These 
normal movements must involve backward end forward motions of the 
medial tooth and probably movements of the lateral teeth. In a s.nail 
number of preparations the mesooardlao ossicle also moved forward 
from me resting position taken up between the normal cycle of move- 
m ints This mcvemu.it appeared to be oau&ed by contraction of the 
anterior gastric muscles and not oust relaxation of the cardio-pyloric 
muscles.
In about half of the preparations examined movements of the gastric
46.
ii i ill could be evoked when the d.v.n. (dorsal ventricular nerve) and s, 
v.xu (short ventricular nerve), nerves which run over the dorsal 
surface of the gastric mill from the stomatogastric ganglion, were 
Isolated from the ganglion and stimulated by a turst of electrical shocks. 
The resultant cycle of movement wae the same as that observed in 
minimally dissected crabs and of the same order of magnitude, A 
forward motion of the mesocardiac ossicle between the cycles wee 
never evoked by stimulation but sometimes the whole mill moved back* 
wards, equivalent stimulation of the peripheral part of the p( gn M 
when it was isolated from the GNS. »  evoked no noticeable movement 
of the gut. ‘I his indicates that the p...a. probably lacks a otcr fibres. 
Concurrent stimulation of the dLv.ii, «nd u v,o » nerves, «nd the periph­
eral part oi the pts.il. uid not interfere with the move nents of the mill. 
This indicates that the p.s.n. does not curry inhibitory fibres.
spontaneous electrical activity was recorded in the p,s.n. when 
there was no visible movement of the stomach. This activity was 
recordable distal and proximal to the major group of cells. It is a 
fairly regular discharge. If the nerve was cut central to Che usual 
position of these ceils the activity did not noticeably decrease in that 
part of the nerve distal to the cut. In the central stump of the nerve 
few units were evident after the injury discharge.
Normal movements of the gastric mill caused by stimulation of 
the cUv.ru and s.v.n. nerves evoked changes in the activity of units in 
the p.r>.n. (figure 2.1.12.) The units recorded ell had a phi ate and a 
tonic component. Larger movements of the mill produced an increased 
response from the units. Mmtler units were readily recorded L. the 
p.s.ru following simple ©chemical rn vements of the mesocardtec 
ossicle which simulated normal movements (figure 2.1.13). A range 
of resting frequencies and responses to a similar stimulus were en­
countered but no pure i>h&sic of tonic rece tors were found. The units 
are sensitive to the rate (figure 2.1.14.) and to the magnitude of dis­
placement. sm aller responses could be obtained from these units by 
forward movements of the mesocardiac ossicle. It is pot. ible that the 
extent of movement necessary to ev ;kc these responses is outside the 
normal physiological range of movement*. Unfortunately it was 
difficult to stimulate all of the nerves which innervate the anterior 
gastric muscles in order to check the response. The single units 
recorded in the p.s.ns. could bs stimulated by probing widely spaced 
(even contralateral) parte of the posterior of the gastric mill. Great 
care was necessary in these experiments to prevent the p.&.n« from 
being stretched by movements of the mill and perhaps thereby pro­
ducing false results.
The electrical activity in the nerves running over the gastric
48.
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Cyclic movements of the gastric mill of Cancer Pfiaurus evoked by 
stirr. Jetton of the nervee from the stomotogustric ganglion which 
run posteriorly over the dorsal surface of the mill; and the response 
of a unit in the left rH6.ru recorded at a position central to the main 
group of cells. In all records the top line show© when a stimulus 
is delivered. The second line is a record of the movements of the 
left pterocc rdiac ossicle midway along its length monitored with a 
meccano-electrical transducer CRCA 5734). The bottom line is a 
record of a i nit in the p.t .n. A, The re s^n se  to a stimulus of 10 V, 
B. The response to a stimulus of 15 V. The time base is the seme 
as In A. 1'he transducer rod on the pcerocardlac ossicle moved back 
2; im at this stimulus intensity. C# The response to a stimulus of 
10 V with the speed of film increased to twice that in A, D, The 
fourth and fifth responses in a series of e r^ual stimulations of 10 V 
with the same time base as in A,

The response of two units In the left p.s.n. of Ct • > < r ; to
varying s izes of movements of the central part o f the pterocardiac 
oss ic le  on the sa ne side of the m il I. The movements of the g it  
were made by moving a probe attached to the pterocardiac os: icle.
The second line on the trace shows the movement of the probe 
which was driven from a Servom ex LF. 51 K k II waveform generator.
A. Two units firing at consti nt rate with no visib le gut movements.
B. The response to a backwards movement of 3 nm of the ptero-
c rdiao oss ic le  in 0.9s. C. The response to a movement o f 2.29mm 
of the ossicle. O. The response to a movement of 1. 8mm. In the 
graph (over page) the response of the large unit (light line) and small 
unit (dark line) to this last movement is shown in an instantaneous 
frc  iuenc} curve. This plot* the reciprocal o f the interval between 
successive s ikes ( 1/ ) against the midpoint between successive spikes.


r i l l  - .1.14,
The response o f a unit in the le ft p.s.n. o f Cancer aagurns to v rying 
speeds tor a 3mm movement of the pterocardiac ossicle on the 
same side ol the m ill. The t c >nd trace shows the movement of 
the m ill. A. Response to tt.c movement In .s. B. Rt is#
to the movement in 500 ms. C. 700 ms. D. 900 ms. The OVO* 
n .out v*».:. e voked by the sm e means as oescrioed in iigure ... i . 13.
In the graph (over pa^e) the response of this unit to the four speeds 
oi movement is shown in an instantaneous frequency curve. 1 his 
curve piott the reciprocal of the interval between successive spikes 
against the midpoint between successive spikes. The speed ol each 
movement and the unit's response to that movement are shown in 
the sa ne tj4)e of line.
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m ill from the stom atogastric ganglion often occurred in regular 
patterned bursts (figure 2.1.15.) Th is patterning rega in ed  if the 
peripheral pert o f the nerve was cut away from the gut. 1 he nerves 
most thoroughly studied were the paired outer lateral nerves in the 
group which run back, e ve r  the m ill (figure g i .  t>.). These nerves a re  
almost certainly equivalent to the median ventricular nerves of > omarus 
as described by K'aynard (196b). Recordings were usually made from  
these trunks a fter they had crossed the anterior gastric  muscle. There 
la a good de. 1 o f variation In the anatomy of the nerves on the dorsal 
surface o f the m ill but this region o f the outer lateral nerves could 
always be located with little  difficulty. In many preparations the 
recordings from  the nerve demonstrated the presence of two units 
which fired  in a rhythmic manner (figure 2.1.15.) The sm ell unit tended 
to cease discharging quickly, leaving the large unit alone. In about 
65 per cent of the experiments perform ed repetitive e lectrica l stim ­
ulation of either one of the peripherally isolated p,s,ns. was followed 
by changes in the activity of the units hi the outer lateral nerve. No 
great d ifference was noted between stimulation of the p#s.n. on tne ips l- 
o r the Cv.ntrulateral side of the gut to the nerve under study, thougn tie  
m ajority of the experiments were perform ed with the stimulation ( applied 
to the contralateral p.s.a.
f igure 2.1.16. illustrates an example in which stimulation of the
E ifii_______
Bxsmples of Che patterned output in nerves originating in the 
etom uto^etric  ganglion* A. Output in the d*v.n. Th is record 
was filmed et half of the film  spe*d of record B. it demons trates 
the regularity of the output over a period of time# which was 
ob twined in good preparations* B, Top line is a record fo r  the 
output in the d*v*n« Bottom line is tne output in the left o.i*n* of 
the sem e preparation recorded simultaneously* The tim e mark 
applies to this trace* C, The output in the rh.ht and left 1. v.ns. 
o f a preparation, recorded at tw ice the film  speed o f B* K  ost 
preparations had recognizably s im ila r unite in these nerves but 
many were much m ore irregu lar. The cycle frequency also varied 
in diliercnt regular preparations*
5 secs
The response of two units in the left outer letera l nerve of Cancer
p<murus to repetitive electrica l stimulation of the cut central end  
of the pi ht o.s.n. A. Out >i t in the perip lr ra lly  isolated nerve 
vvlien the i all unit ceases firing,. B. Two repetitive stir ul tions 
in a short series  are indicated by the second line. Note inhibition 
n rebound* C , Record of activity a f t e r  the series  of sti >uli tions*. I !
This output lasted for s e v e r a l  minutes a fter which another series  
of ? 1 given* T h e  •normal* activity then returned to th e
nerve. . The effect oi f» u tive sti;r ulation of the p.s.n. on this
activity.
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contralateral p.s. n. produced an Inhibition of the firing of the large 
unit In the outer lateral nerve followed by an increase in activity 
when the ftimuius ceased. In the series  shown in figure d. 1*17. 
the inhibition and rebound become progressively greater. Th is unit 
Is probably equivalent to the m unit described by lU uynard (196b..
A different result som etimes obtained was a direct increase in the 
activity of the large unit upon p,u.n. stimulation. In a few experiments 
stimulation of the p»e>.n. initially caused an inhibition o f the unit fo l­
lowed by the poststlrnulatory increase in activity and later in the 
experiment only caused a d irect increase in activity. Th is increase 
may have been due to the progressive deterioration of the preparation. 
Occasionally, however, the patterned activity of the two units returned 
during the stimulation experiments (figure <4 l . i b . ) . These experiments 
may therefore indie, te a lability o f the junctional events in the inter* 
pointed stomatogastric ganglia. The experiments were controlled by 
stimulations applied to the viscera  and the gastric  n t t i  to ensure that 
there was not some general effect on the animal produced by the siiock 
o f the stimulus. Such controls and experimental stimulations could 
be repeatedly alternated with no ciienge in the response to the expert* 
mental stimulus, and no response to the shocks applied e ls i where. In 
a small number o f experiments the gut responded with a normal cycle
L L L  ...
Ths reu;«n a s  of the large unit in the le it outer lateral nerve of 
dancer paj-urus to a series  o f repetitive stimulations o f the
contralateral p.e»n« I he record* follow  on from  each other in 
the order / to U. F ive-second repetitive stimulations of 10 V 
lo r  i roe at 20/s were given at five second intervals. Note the 
progresi ively increasing inhibition and rebound.

o f activity a fter a stimulus to the p»&.n. (figure 2.1.18).
it. * 'm & m . M u s i s
Spontaneous electrical activity wa© recorded In the p.a.n. when 
there were no visible gut movements. This ©pike activity was 
recordable both distal end proximal to the major group of cell bodies. 
Transection© of the nerve central to the group of cells left the same 
level of activity in the distal section but very little  in the central root. 
isectioning the nerve distal to the cell bodies left the same level of 
activity in the terminal portion. This activity was recordable in the 
part of the p.s.n. on the posterior external gastric muscle very clous 
to the gastric  mill.
K ovemente o f the ossic les  o f the m ill which mimicked normal 
activity observed in minimally dissected animals, evoked changes in 
the activity of units in the p.s.n. in a s im ila r manner to that described 
fo r  Cancer. N ovements of the pyloric region alone of the gut had 
little  effect on the activity o f the p.s.n. whereas movements of the 
teeth of the m ill from  their normal alignment las might be produced 
by a la rge  amount o f food being in the stomach) evoked response© in 
unita on the p.r.n. Intracellu lar recordings from the ce lls  in the 
main group confirmed that the ce ils  are mechanoreceptors responding 
to normal movements o f the gastric m ill (figure r*. 1,19).
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Transducer records of normal and induced movements of the le it
iJterocaroioC ossic le  of the f st ic ,iill o i  ^  i .
Rec /uiitaneous aormftl cyclic activity. B. The thick
line indicates that a repetitive stimulus is given to the left p.s.n. 
when it is cut peripherally but connected centrally (as in figures 
2.1.16* and 1.17.). I ere the stimulus evokes a movement of a 
normal amplitude and length. C. A stimulus immediately after 
a small response. L. /. sti mulus in the middle of an evoked 
movement considerably extends the response. Upward movement 
of transducer records posterior movement of the Gscicle.
5 secs
Intracellular recording* from  a cell in the p. s.ru of I ot'uarus 
showing the response to forward movements of the uroesrdi&c 
ossicle. A. A lie response to a movement of 3mm, l  im e mark 
for A to C is I s. B. The response to a s im ila r movement film ed 
at tw ice U.e speed of A and C. This movement was siigiitiy 
sm aller t!.an in A but started from in front of the resting position.
C. The response to the fourth «md fifth in a series of eouel 
stimulations. U, Records of spikes film ed at higher speed to 
show the form of the Impulse. Calibration 30 mV and 50 me.

I . . T h e  v c i  _ .  ^ iuulor : , u ...
•. . i. IntrooucCi i
r h e  m a j o r  d iff ic u lt}  ill, th e in v e s tig a tio n  o f  th e  p .s .n .  
s y s t e m  w a s that the g a s t r i c  m il l  r a r e ly  functioned in cis. e c te d  
anin £ ls» T h e r e f o r e  l: e c e n t r a l  e f f e c t s  of p .s.n . i lo tio n  w e r e  
d iff ic u lt  to a n a ly s e .
I w as in te r e s t e d  to find that the o e so p h a g u s  and l a b r u n  of  
v u lg a r is  co n tin u e to be m o b ile  fo r  a p r o lo n g e d  p e r io d  
a fte r  s e v e r e  d is s e c t io n ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  a s  O r lo v  (19 2 6 a, b) d e s c r ib e d  
c e l l s  on the lo w e r  p a r t o f th e fo re^ u t of A s t a c u s  f l u v i c t i i i s  which ho 
presumed to be m e c h a rto re c e p to rs*  S u c h  r e c e p t o r s  m a y  be 
in v o lv e d  in th e co n tro l of th e  o e s o p h a g u s  m o v e m e n ts  vie th e o e s o ­
p h a gea l and c o m m i s s u r a l  g a n g lia  and would t h e r e f o r e  riake a  
p r o fit a b le  s u b je c t  fo r  stu d y. A  fu r th e r  r e a s o n  fo r  in t e r e s t  in the  
a n t e r io r  t h o r a c i c  a r e a  was the lik e lih o o u  that the w e ll-k n o w n  series 
oi o p r io c e p t o r s  in th e w alkin g le ^ s  of decapods (Bush* 19 65a,bp; 
C o h e n , 1965; Alex* n< r o w i c z ,  19 67; A h elto n  and L a v e r o c k ,  1966;  
C l a r k e ,  lboba^j) would p ro b a b ly  be m o d ifie d  in the s t r u c t u r a l ly  and  
fu n ctio n a lly  d if fe r e n tia te d  m outh p a r t a p p e n d a g es.
T h i s  s e c t io n  i s  c o n c e r n e d  with th r e e  r e c e p t o r s  fr o m  the  
o e s o p h a g e a l-m a n d ib u la r  r e g io n  o f ■ Qn^.rus v u lg a r is  (that is
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v - j i i t i tc ihc r e c e p t o r s  d e s c r ib e d  by O rlo v). F o l lo w in g  th e in itia l  
s t a g e s  of m o r p h o lo g ic a l  in v e s tig a tio n  the m a in  a im  of t is  w ork w a s  
to t e t a r  . ine the n o r m a l s t im u lu s  fo r  the r e c e p t o r s  n the c R  r u c t e r -  
i s t i e s  o f the input fro m  th e m  to th e  C K O .
■    k PJX*
/ ll  th e  w ork d e s c r ib e d  in th is  p a p e r  w as c a r r i e d  out on s p e c im e n *
of r p m a r u s  v u lg a r is  b etw een  20 and 22 c m  in length. ‘ *he anirru Is  
w ere o b ta in e d  l o c a l l y  and kept in ta n k s  o f  c ir c u la t in g  s e a  w a te r  until  
m i c.
i. n a t o m y .
The m e th o d s of A le x a n d r o w ic z  and / hit e a r  (1937) w e r e  u se d  
fo r  / .e t h y le n e  blue stain in g* T h e  dis: action  w as s t a r t e d  by isoh tin g  
the th o r a x  and r e m o v in g  the d o r s a l  part of the c a r a p a c e  fr o m  it. T h e  
stc. uCh was cut a w a y  down to th e  le v e l  of th e  c o n n e c t iv e s ,  then the  
m u s c l e s  co n n e c tin g  th e  o e s o p h a g u s  to the la t e r a l  wall of the thorax 
wi r e  cut on one s id e  o f  the a n im a l  and the o e so p h a g u s  d e f le c t e d  to  th e  
o p p o s ite  s id e .  The in itia l  d is s e c t io n  w as completed by r e m o v in g  the  
g r e e n  ,L id, a la d d e r ,  and lo o s e  s h e e t s  of connective t i s s u e  that  
in v e s t  m u ch  o f  th e in te r io r  of th e thor* x.
i'c e x p o s e  N P R  I it was n e c e s s a r y  to follo  w the in fe ri  r oe: -
phages I and o u te r  la b r a l  n e r v e s  fr o m  th e ir  o r ig in  at the c o m m i s s u r a l  
ganglion and to rem ove connective tissue from them progressively as
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they a  iu c ,  Th© ftc «pC or cell bodies always II© near th© front end 
of th© oe* ophagoal tegumental gland tYonge* 1924) and hove to be 
cur< fully isolated from connective tissue which covert them. / e  
toon us the cells  were visible th© dendrites were exposod by removing 
the main strand from its position over the receptor strand.
MPR 2 and V PR  5 were more difficult to locate. The do real 
part of th© posterior of the oewopba^us on the exposed side was itch ted 
Atom the endcpbregmsl skeleton. Then the skeleton overlin g  the 
circumoeeopha&eel commissure© was removed back to the «ub- 
« ©i i I ganglion. The ci nneotivc *  b rut i-.Aiij u p i  the c*, c i s -  
t.uri l ganglion. This operation exposed the p&r* gnethal nerve which 
ii odi I to ttiO inner mnl i buhr  u rve. The iwiuuaiatn&l nerve 
11 to l t terior bo- ■ . * L:,-. . m , ... iz l ined.
At this t*ohit it passes belo w a lur^e blood vessel thnt rum. forward 
over the tegumentul gland. Th is vessel was carefu lly removed to 
© x x se  PR 2. Ae the receptor stained further adherent connective 
tits u6 was cleared away. The connection of the main rece top  etrund 
with the apedeme of the posterior adductor muscle m e  then cut and the 
tie&uee pulled gently apart to expose * t r  3, The best preparations 
of the third receptor were obtained by splitting the thorcx with «  n.cdial 
longitudinal cut at this stage. Following this operation the low er u l ­
terior border of the oesophagus was cut so that it could be deflected
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furth l a t e r a l l y  to e x p o s e  th e p o sitio n  w h ere th e r e c e p t o r  s tr a n d  
i n s e r ts n e a r  th e  pan  ,nath.
ii. Phxrlp.lo-y,
Three different preparations were used to obtain recordings 
from the sense organs. The s ir  1 p r e p a r a tio n  (t ) was o b ­
tained by isolating the thorax and removing the dorsal c; r i a c e  and 
sto nach (to the le v e l  of the connectives) from  the more ventral re g io n .
The ut co n te n ts  were washed away with sea water and the green gland 
and loose connective tissue removed. A fter another thorough wash in 
sea water the low er part of the thorax was placed ventral side down in 
an ex • r»i n en ta l is! iille; with c o c l  ( 10°C ) saline (P an tin , l ()f>£P.
The o u te r  labral n e r v e  is  easily s e e n  on the w all of th e  o e so p h a g u s  
and rec< rd in ^ s o f  K T R  I were m ad e from  this nerve (e ith e r  connected 
n o r m a lly  o r  disconnected centrally). Destruction of th e  a n te r io r  con- 
tint tion  of the nerve into th e  la b ru m  w as relatively  e a s i l y  a c c r mpli^hed 
by c u ttin g  in the region anterior to tl nse organ.
The nerves serving MPR 2 and 3 were e x p o se d  by removing the 
do ; In  ot o f the sternal canal. Two cuts w e r e  made longitudinally 
along the sides of the canal allowing the whole to p  section to be lifted 
forward. The muscles connectin  ^ thi< part o f  the endophragmal 
skeleton to the oesophagus could then usually be cut without damage to
the relevant nerves. Occasionally the wrong nerve trunk was picked up
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GifkliCiitlr Vlili illv'VGiuUiUb vi V« rie t
iv ru . ui th e ir  n o r m s ! 1 con be uncov6P(»ci oy 1 urih • r
dissection of the anterior portion ol the ^esophageal wall. aid
,, h v v. .> u accessary iKi u> uissection from  me posterior
oorusr oi Um  u ^ ra *  uy ren tovd  u* the wtuopur«*pui skeleton. i he 
geometry oi uao i>iWuU^u« however* h*«»*ee electrode pi«*ce»..e*At from  
u*e peer or me iivn t rather awkward* c^ au this type of ^ ^ p u i o n  is not 
reconn i*o«*ueo lo r  mu biko* oa »v rtv i a*ui 4 unless concv ituut recoruma
Oi e l l  tlAP** leC e p to P S  IS  OSSIPSC s t  u t ii tim e*
in® third tj>p© oi t'reparation |C) we* designed Co on bie ©<*** 
records** iron* N * R 4 and o» *no Cook ^cvanm, © oi me ft. cc ti*et Cue
oorv trunk* supplying these organs lie  bilaterally close u th© 
oi too animal. JPhe thorax we* isoi<*teu . ad then split into t sym­
metric, i halves with « -v T l<-1 cut p«*s in** between the bil tor 1 posterior 
adcuctors* ♦ ou «  ventral cut tbc*t severed Ua© animal in the u io-iin© 
out uvii m e Vui'kub apponuages. • Ati. Uiis i-rvcecut © on© or other 
henm* oot iea oontaineo workable nerve trunk*. It wo* only rarely dial 
com titwb coa«.**aed usaUe pr v,p«rv»t*%>;**»• A lie iiali thorax thus out.m o d
Wu*. phiil<»<£ th ro u g h  CilO G A t r ^ C f l  SO t t *4  U lS  HOPVC t r a c t s  W O M  U p p M **
most o n e  cue movements oi me maituiuie unimpeded when the posterior 
auooctur m ood# contracted. ^tinuiatiun oi me other numuioulsr 
muscle* was not carried  cut in this t*pe oi preparation.
Conventional recora la* teohnHoe* »*ore used. The appropriate 
nerve *«as iiitoo on pluthium electro cot, into a pool o f ii 11< paraffin
n tr o f the h< lino that h thcd the remainder o f the ; repur; tion. 
A m p lifie r  Ion w «« bi ' C am plifier and display wet* on a Tektronix 565 
oscilloscope (two 3A3 p rea m p lifie r * ). ti illation o f n rve tranks was 
by rect nr t ie r  pulses o f ft  1 -  1.5 rm ec duration fron Tektronix 10 0 
pulse g enerators delivered to the m otor nerves via an r >robe, diode 
system (doom bet, 1965} and platinum wire electrodes. overrt nt of 
skeletal elements and muscle tent ion wore recorded by ut e of an f  \ 
573*1 n echo no -e l ©ct r i aal rr isducen 1 ana* I movement ^cro either 
ith v y *-• n■ 1 Ith roc w in  r via the tr  .i^k-cer r *„ means of - * no*
manipulator fitted with & variable resU*t«nee system which occt,r*<teiy 
rr.enitorod movement in the required t traction ( helton id U versCfc*
.
i s V i .  rim twiiy
The structure o f the floo r o f the thorax and the intern:;! surface of 
the nundible In Pomarun is besically si; ill nr to tfu t of .^ t-iiCkfc. as 
described by h>chmldt (19*51. The mandible is hinged i t two points and 
Ic moved by two sets of antagonistic muscles. The three receptors 
fM PP I ,  2 and 3) are arranged b ih tere lly  in the oeeophogeaUrr am ibulsr 
region. F igure 2. 2. 1. shows the positions of the recejn r« in a 
preparation. A ll three receptors are associated with a strrnd of tissue 
which ©pans the entero-pof te r io r  length o f the oc^oph i .
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FIGU1
A d ia g r a m  of the a n t e r io r  of the left o e s o p h a g e a l  m a n d ib u la r  region 
ol vulivaris to ©how the p o sitio n  of M P R  1. 2 and 3 in
r e la t io n  to the m a in  stra n u . T h e  m ain  s tr a n d  runs fro m  its  
u l t e r i o r  in s e r tio n  (am s) o v e r  vne ia o r u m  (L»), p a s s e s  betw een the  
m a n d ib le  ( ) and the te g u m e n ta l g la n d  (tg) to the r e a r  ed g e of th e
ui, n m o le w h ere a flap  Urns) jo in s  the t is s u e  o v e r ly i n g  the a p o d e m e  
ot the p o s t e r io r  a d d u c to r  m u s c le  oi the m a n u ib le  (ape). A  ©mall  
e x te n s io n  ( m s) passe© back ven t r a l l y  fr o m  th is  point to jo in  the  
th o r a x  n e a r  th e b a s e  of the p aragn u th . T h e  a n c h o r in g  positions of  
the m a in  s tr a n d  a r e  not shown on the d ia g r a m . M P R  1 l i e s  m o s t  
anteriorly Ir s  1 r e c e p t o r  s tr a n d  1 .  c b s  i M P R  I  r e c e p t o r  c e l l  j o  i e s ) .  
this, r e c e p t o r  is  in n e r v a te d  fr o m  the o u te r  la t e r a l  n e r v e  (oln) 
bran ch oi the in f e r io r  oe^ teal n e r v e  (ion). T h e s e  n e r v e s ,  
t o g e t h e r  with the c o m m is s u r a l  g a n g lio n  (eg), ana th e  s u p e r io r  
o e so p h s  n e r v e  (son), l i e  on the s id e  w all of the d e f le c t e d  
o e so p h a g u s. (T h e  c o n n e c tiv e  h a s  been r e m o v e d  fr o m  both s i c e s  
of th e  c o m m i s s u r a l  gan g lio n ). T h e  p a ra g n a th n l n e r v e  (pn) in n e r ­
v a t e s  the o th e r  tw o  r e c e .  . R 2 l i e s  on th e la t e r a l  posterior 
e d g e  o f the oo&ophagus a t the i v I of th e b a s e  oi the s te r n a l  c a n a l.
It is  shown a s  a s in g le  s tr a n d  jo in in g  onto th e m ain  s tr a n d  fo r  
s im p lic it y  but the a c tu a l s itu a tio n  is  m o r e  c o m p le x  (r s  2 s im p lif ie d  
s tr a n d  2, cut 2 i\ 1 R 2  s e n s e  c e l l  bodies). M R R  3 l i e s  l a t e r a l  and  
v e n tr a l  to . i.  ^ i .c-nuiole'ia c lo s e d  its  p o ste r io r  i*»
ion n e a r  the b a s e  o f  the p a ra g n a th  l i e s  b elo w  i t s  a n t e r io r  in s e r t io n  
on the m a n d ib le  n e a r  the in se r tio n  o f th e  in n er v e n tr a l  p y l o r i c  
d ila to r  m u s c le  (m m ). T h e  ext n sio n  o f th e 1s t  m a x illa  w hich  
p r o je c t .  0< Is el a  m a r k e r .  T h e  la t e r a l  a d d u c to r  o f
the c o x o p o u ite  1pm) i n s e r t s  in th is  r e g io n  aim t>c*rt of the m u s c l e  is  
o fte n  a tta c h e d  to t h is  red. (r s  3 r e c e p t o r  s tra n d  3, c b s  3 K PR 3 
s e n s o r y  c e ll  bod ies).

i in strand r ans from  the voa tr«i insertion of the bat$ai 
ocular ou sc les  to the mandibular in*>©rtion of the apodeme of the pos­
te r io r  4*004-0tor muscle oi the mandible. At this point o fte*p leaves 
the top oi the mein s tr ia e  and joins the tissue overly i.e.. the a, ode ,.e, 
i nteriorly breaches oi the nmiu strand onehor It securely to the .i.au- 
dible and the border cl the labrum. Along the taue ot the <. esophagus 
numerous broaches ruo horizontally cab veatrully from  the ms la strand 
into the region of the tegumental stand «md the oesophagus. f  ome 
branches also run la tli uiiy to the mandible, At the point m»ere 11 e 
flap loaves the u p o f tn@ .-. • in strums to cross over to Join the apedstiiS 
oi the posterior adouctur the ventral anchoring strands slops back rds 
an< fo rm  4, ice;. SLbcatsi'itftsi ix tsk tioa  o f the main atranw i i.is ♦. a tea- 
sU.ii pam.es j* ck vsatraliy th© same eatopo-posierior lino os the
mala aruiK. and joins the skeleton .^u: the U »or«cic b se ul the * ars osth« 
The * sin strand Is therefore firm ly  attached to the mandible aao to ths 
OSscphi h* vJ wall along m eal of its length, Ths strand to not elastic 
because it coos not stretch orally hot ears to be unoer constant ! « « •
; ion since any cut mao© hi it is followed a* immediate retraction ( f ths 
str, ad away from  the cut. It is probably beat compared with the 
suiptabory lig* ucnt ol tli© thorscico-eejcnl receptors (. lexsadro 
1907),
*. **P X ip the most anterior of tb receptors. It is innervated 
frees the in ferior oesophageal nervr ( figu re  2. 2.1.) The in ferior oeao* 
phage I nerve® originate at the coinmiesure.l ganglion on e**ch side o f 
the oesophagus and run to the medial oesophageal ganglion (Oriov« 19 be# 
b). i o< n e fter leaving the com m it ural ganglion each in ferior oeso­
phageal nerve g ives  rise  to a small nerve trunk that couth es forward 
to Innervate the tabrum (anterior border o f the mouth). / ouch ! rger 
nerve trunk which also runs anteriorly r rises d o te  to ti.e m id-line of 
the animal from the in ferio r ocecphnge 4 nerve. The & lall outer k b rs l 
nerves in turn each have a further breach that p regret es laterally ,nd 
Pi-aL u  ^,iv< i t  ms anterior c o m  r  t i the adibie. This o r -n c h  cont Inn 
a i nil group ki-o) of nerve eelk oaerwte the posterior pert o f
n d) te strand of tissue f  igure <£. v ’ : ). Thin str ight
forward irorn the ventral sloe of the main stri nd to the com pose near 
the anterior hinge o f the mandible, it has a sm eller din eter than the 
main strand. This receptor strand d o e s  not appear to be m u s c u la r  
(having no striatione and no motor innervation) and Is probably analogous 
to the el stic strand receptor® o f  the thcraclco-coxal Joints of the 
walkim legs* The receptor strand stretches easily and returns to it® 
original length after large extern ions*
The sensory cell bodies lie close to the strand end Iho axons
proceed undivided to the circuuioe&optuigea! connective at the commit**
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F lo m 'H  2 .? ,\
1 hotomlcro, iTtaphs of a methylene oiae stained preparation of fv PR 1.
A: A lo v* power picture to show Che relation of the receptor strand 
(K 6 ) and ce lls  (C ) to the outer labral (C LP ) and in ferior oesophageal
nerves IION), B: A more detailed view of the ce lls  (C) t^ nd their
endings v n the receptor strand (Rfc>).

s u n  1 g i  i lion. ri ,h  orally the clen r e g io n  is  com  pi ex  ( f i g u r e  
• 1. 2B), E a c h  c e ll  g iv e s  ri sate d e n d r ite  t r e e  which
r e  n f ie s  on the r e c e p t o r  s tra n d . orne b r e a c h e s  n a y  a ls o  in n e r v a te  
th e c o n n e c tiv e  t i s s u e  s u rro u n d in g  the r e c e p t o r  stra n d * a situ a tio n  
p a r a l le le d  in th e  c o c k r o a c h  h y p c p h a r y n g e a l r e c e p t o r s  ( ).
T h e  p r e c i  e o r g a n is a tio n  o f  th e  d e n d r it ic  b r a n c h e s  is  v a r ia b le ;  s o m e  
c e l l s  or c l a s s i c a l l y  b ip o la r  in s hape v&h only d ista n t b ra n ch in g o f th e  
d‘ n d r it e s ;  o t h e r s  a r e  m u lt ip o la r  with one branch a s  axon and a v a r ia b le  
ir  of o t h e r  p r o c e s s  /. a., t; ■ •' . l t .
h P R  2 and Ev P R  3 a r e  in n e r v a te d  by a  bran ch  o f th e p a n a g n a th a l  
n e r v e .  T h i s  n e r v e  c o u p : e s  fo r w a r d  n e a r  the m e d ia l  iin  - -
o e  c  lu igcal ga n g lio n . ne portion  run to the p o s t e r i o r  part o f the  
o e s o p h a g u s ;  th is  b ra n ch  d iv id e s  and co m m o n ly  tw o fa t h e r  b r a n d i e s  
p a s s  v e n t r o i ly  to in n e r v a te  M P R  3 and one bran ch  & oes fo r w a r d  to  
in n e r v a te  R 2 and th e  a r e a  o v e r  the te g u m e n ta l  glan d .
M P R  2 i s  not so  c b v h  r a s  d is c r e t e  a s t r u c t u r e  a s  M P R  1 o r  3. 
B e tw e e n  th e  o e s o p h a g u s  and th e  m a in  s tr a n d  t h e r e  a r e  m any f ib r e s  of  
c o n n e c tiv e  t is s u e ,  b o m e  o f  t h e s e  f ib r e s  run fo r w a r d  fro m  the p o s t e r io r  
b o r d e r  of the o e s o p h a g u s ,  at th e  l e v e l  of the v e n tr a l  p a r t o f  the s t e r n a l  
c a n a l,  to w a r d s  th e m a in  s tr a n d  a t a p o sitio n  ju s t  behind the in s e r t io n  o f  
the in n er v e n tr a l  p y lo r ic  d ila to r  m u s c le  on th e  m a n d ib le. T h e s e  s tr a n d s
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are iam;rvutoc by the ^rovou e, o f call# In the ^aPiigo^bfii
o t r v t  irhHh 41# O i o f  n#*r ibo MNrado I f ^ oro  2*2*3/ }^* A (ooturo of 
thou# p rooooo lf *s th.ai tnoy often run sum# way in
with In tie  UfttiiUiin«« in there h «  «*>» u«uii « . itwuiil of br^tAci iii^
of thee© ti^iOPitoo cOiBpOftQ with MPR i« Th# ooUo *»rc «.©t uow liif 
plucou at the ©nos of lb «  UruaOk c*ad processes nuay run both backwards 
and fopw^iHto from th© ceils* Thor# «*!•© «*su*liy about ) collo to o# 
seen* i rom the position of the ce lls  th# l>ur».ea«*ibi*l nerve run# io* .©rd 
anti r*. ifie s  in tho t is u c s  overlying the tegumental aland*
tv I k  i  i s  s itu a ted  on & m o r#  d ittG ret# e la s t ic  s t r a n d  r a t h e r  lik e  
•., ( portion 1# n#c thoracic t u;c .. •
n «th  i c t< th e  in s e r t io n  o f  th© £* storior t x i m aon  of the < u* s tra d *  
f  nom th is  insertion it runs to r  w a rd  la t e r # !  to  the m a in  M*t iq cxt^niioo 
but is r.ppar#ntl> connected vith it in places* I ‘t e  r  occ. .*© r ..-tread 
ps###s belo w the flap of th# main stf-ano end inserts on ti*e aandihic 
near tu© insertisii o f th# inner ventral ^ylorlc dilator muscle* f hit 
muscle run# from  its inunbibuU*r insertion to the vontrul aid# of toe 
pyloric ut©4a«ch* Th© csteraul vaatrsl pyloric d ilator a~iuscl#s <*rc 
shorter* they i n s e r t  ou tit# uaais part of the stomach but run from  th#  
Junction of th# oorsal port of the sternal canal with the posterior port 
of the osaophasus* Th# oreuches of the i**r«un« th «i nerve insert ©a
6 2 .
Photomicrographs of methylene blue preparations o f M PR 2 and 3. 
A: M PR 2 neurones (C> in the peragnathal nerve (PN ) innervating 
a recentor strand (R£>). The paragnathal nerve then runs forward 
(arrow). : M PR  3 neurones (C) from the paragnathal nerve (PN ),
are shown in n e r v a tin g  the r e c e  to r  strand (RS ). In s i t u .

th< *> i r io r  end of the strand hut nerve fibres run anteriorly oloua 
the strand* There appear to be m ore cciiu than ia tv i T I* The 
co i&jt peripheral re cions of the dendrite* shown la figure 
3» -.3 ere  t* picul o f mout of these receptor neurones,
la t o ne preparations we iiave seen other bipolar celU. both in the 
Out o r labral nerves between *> PR I end the labrum end ia the peras- 
(U.l .41 nerve over the tegumental *l«md» These ce ils  do not appear to 
be con&i&tf nt in position,
» V*» . . ip Io. ,v
h lectrica l activity fts recordable in all the mouth pert r--.ee tor 
nerves iter die ectioru it c iffo rs  in intensity and form m i  i and 
the ^ a r  pt ir»
i. iv i . Care must be taken not to stretch V v .: v w 
extr< e sensitivity o f the organ will lead to spurious resu lts  The 
organ function© when completely Isolated from the rem ainder of the 
nervous systems that Is* with the eircuriiocfcophage&l com. .isui.ree cut 
posterlorfty nd an teriorly « with the labral nerve severed  to remove * ny 
influence of structures in the labrum* and with the outer i&bral nerve 
Isolated from the oommissurea, No efferent activity from the CHS U 
notices blew
* r v  i ic moot notable fo r the r polar activity o f * u of the on**
pc s a, nit . In each cl the figures shown of recording© from this 
organ It 111 be ©eer* ci.« t at least one, often two. and to  u ti net three 
Uiiltc ti re with L,rm x  regularity. The fro tuency o f discharge is m ein , 
twined over long periods of ti no (sevniN I rrinutef) without v. rh l io n . and  
may continue fo r  up to three hour© (when the long ;, 
terminated)*
i  uporinipoeed upon tlttse regular d ischtrgf©  are phec Ic burst© 
thut occur upon moveme nt o f the min strand* * tgure 3. i.4 t hews the 
rge In t) rve if igure 2.2,4A). and the r ' to
©i mil i , *>©ad move te o f thi f I • , . the
tetter c « t «  the f undibie closed several tinieg* attt» ph ic wuit. is .  
chur, 1.-C , volley with such d o s t re. Adaptation w tf PspU » anc' phasic 
unit ce«:;'.ed firing immediately the movement wee ©o -;»Ut d»
T h eu e  phae ic re spon se©  to peca ive  movement of the m ain  s tran d  
t;:. ' - . . .
Li j  ,f the n e r v e  < m I. in : t ri* r a n d ib u la r  adductor
muscle leads to raising of the mandible Ick i raising end elc&u? 
the . a > 1 i a tiv ity  ; f lsure 2.2.5 a ) Is in ter ,
puptcc by rapid closure of the mandible, aad ph. sic receptors are 
©ti elated. These adept before the muscle relax m ttt*p re  . . J I 
Essentially shatter results are  obtained in experiment© involving the 
stimulation of the m ajor adductor and lateral adductor muscle©
m*.i.‘p r  at,rA .
Reoordkigs from  M PR i ,  type A preparation. The response to 
closure of the mandible caused by manual movement of the apodeni© 
of the posterior adductor muscle. Top line of each record in* lcstee 
movement of mandible ae indicated by the RCA transducer placed 
on the skeletal division between the m ajor abductor and lateral ad­
ductor muscles, downward movement of lints snows closure of 
mandible, bottom line of each trace shows activity of Ms 'R I.

(.eoopdingh from MPR I* type B preparation* The response to
closure of the mandible brought about by e lectrica l stimulation 
of the nerves supplying mandibular muscles* top line she vs . 
mandibular movement recorder at in fUure -*i.4*» excei t tliat 
closure it- shown oy an upward movement of the line* Bottom 
line of record shows stimulus (B and C) and the ruiddle line is 
recording o f or^un responses* A* No movement* ti. *v ove- 
riiunt brcu ht about by contraction of posterior adductor muscles. 
C* Movement caueed by lateral adductor land ep *osition o f major 
abductor) muscles. In thie example the stimulation caused a 
small slow closure*
1 sec
. . .
Ai. i u nits.
E v e n t s  in the to n ic  u n ite  c a n  be fo llo w e d  in fi; . . .  e
of the m a n d ib le  is s h e  wn by m o v e m e n t of the t r a c e  down across the 
r e c o r d .  In th is  e x p e r t:n e n t tw o u n its  w e r e  f ir in g  r tg u l,  .'iw, ant at  
s lig h t ly  d if fe r e n t  f r e q u e n c ie s ,  out in c e r ta in  p la c e s  on the record the  
two l i r e  at the s a m e  m o m e n t of t i m e ,  and the spilm su . a t e  to g i v e  
the a p p e a r a n c e  oi a th ir d  l a r g e r  s .n k e .  In f ig u r e  2. 2.6 <.1 f ig u r e
. . . .
fr e q u e n c y  of the to n ic  u n its  c h a n g e s ,  b e c o m in g  s lig h t ly  f a s t e r  with
a n g e  (s e e  a ls o  f ig u r e  2. 2, V a ) .  T h e  m< 
d r a m a t ic  d e m o n s tr a tio n  of*t h i s  cannot be shown in h e r e ,  that is  the  
m odu latio n  of the a u d io -m o n ito r  w hich is  run c o n c u r r e n tly  with a l l  
e x p e r im e n t s .  uv.noy ,-iu ..  ^ . oot l tr-ioin i .
1 he r e v e r s e  p r o c e d u r e ,  a l lo w in g  th e  m a n d ib le  to re«*open is  
m o n ito r e d  by a s l ig h t  d e c r e a s e  in fr e q u e n c y  at e a c h  s te p  (fig u r e  
. . ad 2.2.61 ). . t the b s g im in f i  o f  each  c lo s u r e  m o v e m e n t the
p h a sic  u n its  m a y f ir e  b r ie i ly ,  but th e y  do not r e s p o n d  to  open in g  
(f ig u r e  - . 2 . 6 1 ' ). T h e  l a r g e  to n ic  unit is  c l e a r ly  s e n s i t i v e  t o  r a t e  o f  
m o v e m e n t ( f ig u r e s  2. 2. 6B ,  F ;  2 .2 .7 B ) .  T h i s  e f fe c t  is  not a s  - 
in the s m a l l  unit. F u r t h e r  e x p e r im e n t s  on th is  a s p e c t  a r e  p ro b a b ly
possible using only the isolated receptor system. A ll
65.
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Recording* from M PR 1, type A preparation. The response to 
closure of th e mandible c a u s e d  by manual movements of the apodeme 
oi the posterior adductor muscle. Downward movements of line 
indicate closure of the mandible recorded d irectly via the variable 
resistance c storm on the m icro nanlpul tor. . continuous
recording© of steplike movements (ess also 11 are . . . Band
F. A slow and fast movement through e large pert o f the total r^nge 
of o f ible 'Odibular move .mat (see also figure ~.-47'M.


1  l v  U P  :
OPtvbk of refc? of  MPi< I t» frown in ii^ure A*
Reprebeatatkm of buikc fpcmMacy per becond for the email topic 
unit iuP three step position* (cioum* 1»<4«3S CH>Wiiag 3#4,5i* i heae 
averages were taken from a number of con * pi eta series  such us A 
snc oXflLlfc . u t  ..i.^ul oi u at ween sue
spikes plotted at the in id -point between bucce&oive spikes for the 
response oi the large unit to a t low Uiteu*e «i#*i*ola>) *mu loti (figur •- 
2*i*6F) closure of the mandible, b low  closure ano response are 
shown du broken imes* rapid ciobure as lull line*
Close
20r
1/i(secs)
the receptors studied were also sensitive tc sn a il spent, necua 
oesophageal movements which were 11 within the range normally 
obs rvnd in d!< *?*rted r-\> rations.
r/F^. a and 3. Th ere  erg ay be s t im u li ly
•tw tch lfti the main strand, particularly at the anterior nd of the 
thorax. Mm lia r  respven* occur if  the anodene ©i th? posterior 
mandibular adductor is moved Ions its axis, Movements of the 
mr ru ihie, either closing or opening, are monitor*^ by responses o f 
M P9  9 nd 3. Tbeee reepOfiaae may be phasic o r  ph.a&o-tonic.
M ju ro  2.2.8 (A , Ft) shows activity in two unite, one respu tiding tc 
nn of the (TiamUUci the other firing wt ea the mandinle i t  in the 
pM  xtjd position lopcnj, th ese  r t n M s c i  alternate when ti a rr.eve-
• i f i r i :
the sa n e  event. It should bo noted tW t the la rger unit in this crse 
If if t urr tng u'^on closure) la movement nd velocity sensitive, - darting 
when he ld  in m maintained position. The second sm a ller unit (firing 
in the maintained ooen position), is pot Ition sensitive, and only fir. & 
when movement is maximal. Flgt re 1,3 .3 0  and 2. 2. *F  ♦ how a 
different unit that fires when the mandible closes, but which is position 
sensitive, and very slightly velocity sensitive.
I t iu la t io n  In the natural f it at ion la shown In figu re  2,2. .
In this Cite# the motor nerve supplying the posterior ackiuutor muscle
6 6 .
F l w L R E  , 2 ^
Recordings o f v JPR 2 and 3, type A preparation. Responses to
closure of the a u d ib le  caused b> mo vein eats o f the skeletal 
division between the major abductor and lateral adductors. Bottom 
line in A ad £5. top line in C and L a re  d irect recordings of >icr< - 
manipulator movements (via variable resistance ryptr^). ' v>wn- 
ward niuvemeat lod&eatee closure. A, T  wo unite,one responding tc 
closure otner to opening. B, Th is res *>nse film ed at five 
times the speed of A* Both traces in C and L show another unit 
from a different preparation. Time scale • 2 sec fo r  A, C, D and 
400 msec for ii.

K eco rd h w  trorn W1PR 2 and 3. type C preparation, Responses to 
movements of the mandible caused by e lectrica l stimulation of the 
posterior adductor muscle. The top line hi all traces shows the 
recordings frcTi the receptors, i'he m idcle line shows the stimulus 
to the motor axone und the bottom line shows the movement ot the 
m u sc le  recorded via the KG A transducer (closure is shown b* a 
downward movement in A# B and C and an upward i ... m <«
The time mark re fers  to C, D and E. A and B were film ed at one 
fifth of this speed.

f \r tH c e U f stirruloted, contraction o f this muscle lifting the 
-nw.ndlhle. F igure 2.2.9A shows different periods of duration of 
cti u litien , and hence duration and magnitude o f mandibular closure 
{lifting). Phasic unite nredomlnsfte, but a single tonic unit Is also 
presets!. A tonic unit is also soon In f igure 2.2. but the frequency 
in this case is modulated by mandible movement. It will be seen U at 
phasic receptors again fire  on closure. end at least one o f thepe Is 
rather slow  adapting since it continues to fire  dt ring the icrlod of 
maiat tned position. The prevailing tonic dtachnrge, however, is 
interrupted by move meat at ail s te les* ^nd rem ain* t lleni until the 
rru , u s in the samo
nc> as ftPNrviousiy. Th is is  shown m ore d e a r ly  in figure 
Jt.u.y . a  further type of response is shown as a single unit record 
In figu re 2.3.9D and 3.2.*H9 A tonicaily discharging unit elbows m  
Increase in frequency when the mandible closes.
It ho ugh the exons o f those organs run closely together and henct 
are almost inseparable in situ, it Is possible to selectively dee tin y the 
or* m one at a ti me. If either organ is destroyed t! ere  im little  
d ifference in the rectrdablc response to mechanical stir uletion. This 
presumably Indicator e plurality of response in which both sense 
organs respond to s im ila r stimuli, in view  of the Involve mante oi the
6 8 .
ith both rece*tors  this is net surprising* There (loot#
however, stem  to be a certain polarity of response chiiructerictlco in
.tux resoondo tu rn&ruiibuh>r movements m ore drumutiCulU than
jOOC 2 on til® other* iu^noi tc ■ oi tit®
OO£Opn0gU6 ITle m ere readily* There  may ihuo be slight dittopence® in
input from these two organs* but in general it cun be et* ted t t
lletortion o f the mein strand ^ a x t ic tk rb  in a fore uno oft direction can
i>e correlated with activity in these scot© org.
its of the U. but ti.
ev rij
11 v*
not
if
_
t - - = r ■ ■
.^^Lvioa w,i, -'H.x • _____ _ -.w
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The mooe of action of the gastric mill in the ceo, oci crnst^eea 
has oeon the su eject of a 1 . . , ;
* , .
has cciitrce on the relative importance oi the anterior «,»no posterior
- - .
time it is only possible to draw tentative coaclutiuiis on this subject 
because oi the diiiieulty oi making, Open Cancer preparations function
.
hciVe m ostly iullov.eu iviocquard’ s (i b b ) observations on so...u cm os 
with tr .rent cuticles, He states that the nn
iofs.uru motion oi the rncsc cnroiac ossicle from the rc..aufa position 
Coulee by contraction oi tha anterior gastric muscles. i ins may 
be the major movement in ihomarna o^t it was not oitcn see*a in
0 *<;.--1-. iv ocquard himseli w as car ml to state that his uogervonons 
may ust iiave covered all the possible movements oi the mill. Iai 
the cx > rimtnts reporteu here it wa difficult to juuge the ericct
01 me swelling oi the cardiac stoioacii which usually occurs ween 
the carapace is removed, on the activity oi the gastric usck. . die
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important point is that the cycle oi movements which is described 
does occur in most active preparations and thus constitutes a part 
o f the normal activity oi the mill*
Repetitive stimulation o f the nerves which originate from  the 
atom ato&ast P ic  ganglion a n d  run posteriorly over the uorsal surface 
of the m ill evokes movements which are very s im ilar to the normal 
cycle of movements. i he response in the p. s.n. indicates that the 
meciianoreceptors in the nerve function during normal movements 
of the gastric m ill. The lack of response to movements oi the , y ioric  
rct,i n oi the s w. nacl. shows that the .s .a. does not oireccli lomtor 
the passage of food irom  the cardiac ko the pyloric stOi iach.
The small amount of residual activity in the section oi the p.s.n* 
central to a cut which leaves the mam group of ce lls  on the distal 
side* indicates that the p.s.n. contains few motor fib res unless the 
neurones have failed centrally. The io lu re  oi stimulation of the 
section o f the p.s.n. distal to a cut. to elic it movements of the gut 
also shows that the p.s.n. has no motor neurones unless the neuro­
muscular junctions have tailed, i hese observations were made on 
the dorsal surface of the gastric  m ill and it is possible, but unlikely, 
that small movements oi other parts oi the m ill were not seen, i 
conclude that the p.s.n. carries  no motor fib res innervating the ^ut.
The possibility that the nerve carries  inhibitory fibres has also been 
eliminated because arent . Nations of the p.. . . id the
motor nerves from  the stomatogastric ganglion had no effect on 
the movements, it is (VQt likely that the p.s*n. contains chemo- 
receptors or innervates glandular tissue because the fibres do not 
end in the gut cuticle and there are no glands to be seen in this 
region.
I have shown that a p.s.n. exists in species of all the sections of 
the decapods which have a complex gastric m ill, that is in the sub­
class Keptantia# sections Anomura, L rachyura and . acrura. It 
would bo worthwhile to make a thorough investigation of the species 
of the sub-class Natantia which do not have a gastric m ill (section 
Csriciea), or whicn have a simple m ill (section Fenaeidae). This 
m i;,  :t help to establish the function oi the p.s.n. in the species ex­
aminee here. A prelim inary examination of a small number oi 
Fenaeius i etapenaeus) and btomatopods U-,uilla) has so far failed 
to reveal any s im ilar nerve. Th is suggest© that the p.s.n. is directly 
involved in the function of the m ill. The classification and su« ary 
of the structure of the gastric m ill in the decapods is taken from 
P>arnes (1963).
Heath's failure to describe cell bodies in the p.s.n. of Pugettia
is not surprising as he used toluidine blue to stain nerve sheaths.
It is more difficult to understand the lack o f a description of a p.s.n« 
in the work of Kcim (1913) on Astacus. riov (1926) on / stacus. and 
Ghaudonneret (1956) on -'umbarus. P erhaps the arrangement in 
v -stauufc is somewhat different to that in I oiiiiiru: and I alinurus 
though this seems unlikely. The innervation of the gastric m ill via 
the mandibular nerves might seem curious. The theory proposed by 
Patwardhan (1935) is pertinent in this context. This author su^mested 
that there was a correlation between the decline in the external man­
dibular mastication apparatus# the increased development of the 
gastric m ill and the way of life  of the various groups of decapods. He 
noted that in the animals without complex gastric m ills  (Natantia) the 
food is masticated mainly o r  partly in the buccal cavity by the v.ell- 
devcl^ped mandibles, whereas in the Keptantia the food is masticated 
in the complex gastric  m ill and the mandibles are much sim pler. He 
suggested that this change was due to the Reptantia needing to obtain 
food quickly and then retiring tc shelter to eat it. It is therefore (on 
his theory) less surprising that the gastric m ill is innervated via the 
mandibular nerves, as it can be considered as one of the series  of 
rnouth parts.
f he anatomy of the p.s.n« suggests that the cells  in it are sensory 
and this is confirmed by the intracellular recordings trom the cells  in
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the main group in Horn a pus. The cell body and fib re counts indicate 
that the peripheral processes from  the ceils in the mein group make 
up at least a largo percentage of the floras in the p.s.n, which run is 
ill. This, combine u  ^ i . Uarity of the e lectrica l
activity which can be recorded central and distal to the mam group of 
cells* indicates that many processes which are morphologically den­
drites carry propagated action potentials as has been found in other 
decapod rnechanoreceptors (Mellon & Kennedy, 1964; i\ endelson, 1966; 
Hartman*. Boettiger, 1967).
hhe sensory neurones in the p.s.n. are probably type IB  receptors 
(see appendix) having branched dendrites which end with no obvious 
terminal specialization, but it is not possible to be sure that some of 
the dendrites do not end on muscles. 1 have attempted to cut the i.v.n. 
and m.v.n. in \ ipmarua in the hope that they would degenerate en< . iiow 
an investigation of the p.s.n. endings vdthout the complications of the 
anastomoses. However as might be expected from the report ( Hoy, 
Bittner and Kennedy (19o7) the neurones in the i.v.n, nd m.v.n. were 
in good condition tvs© weeks after the operation. The units observed 
in the p,s.n. have all been varieties of the intermediate phaso-tonic 
type such as the unusual sensory neurone in the stomatogastric ganglion 
of the crayfish reported by Larim er i  ennedy (1966), and the telscn
receptor of Barth (1964). L ietortions oi the connective tissue caused 
by movements Of the ossic les  must result in the generation of action 
potentials very close to the „ut. The fact that the fibres branch 
widely on the gut might be expected to impose difficu lties for the GNS 
in tho interpretation of the sensory information. This topic was 
investigated oy i abet 6 Kennedy (1967) ior the crayfish cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors which have many sim ilar features.
The fact that repetitive stimulation of the p.s,n. a lters the output 
in the nerves from the stomatogastric ga iglion should allow a more 
precise determination of the function of the information in the CNc. 
Experiments to deter ine the function of the p.s.n, sensory system 
are probably best carried  out on Komarns because Maynard (1966) has 
already analysed some of the output from  the stomatogastric ganglion, 
and the part o f the stom atogastric nervous system between the com* 
m issural and oesophageal ganglia is well known and approachable* 
There is also a good deal o f pertinent information on neuronal pathways 
in 1 omarus (A lien , 1694) and Astacus K rlov, 19*20-49).
It may also be possible to record from the stomatogastric nerve 
before it enters the stoniotogastric ganglion in female Ganoer without 
too much destruction of the anterior part of the stomatogastric nervous 
system. xperiments using this recording site and stimulation oi the
7 4 .
P. s. a. may proviso inf or* .ation on the interneurones involves in an.* 
activity. The fact that in a tew preparations stimulation of the central 
end ot the p.s.n* caused normal gut movements indicates that this is an 
important input for the system.
A point of comparison with fv-aynard’ s work on Hotnap u s  concerns 
the inhibition o f theju  unit which he found was associated with increased 
i  and g. unit activity as the stimulus to the stomatogastric nerve was 
increased (section 1.2). I found that although the effects of p.s.n. 
stimulation on the units in the d.v.n. was variable often tn e j unit 
activity increased. Ctitnulation o f the p.s.n. ii finitely
associated with inhibition of the m, unit. This confirm s that the p.s.n. 
sensory system is a normal input to the stomatogastric ganglia.
C learly the biggest problem encountered in working v*th this 
system was the difficulty of making tne m ill function in the animals 
which had their carapaces removed. Perfusion of the anterior aorta 
has been tried  in a number o f experiments with no marked success. 
Attempts to cut the possibly inhibitory nerves from  the brain (see 
section 3.2) have slso been made but dissection in this region of < ncer 
is not sim ple and again no success was achieved. Bn passant stim ­
ulation of the intact stomatogastric nerve has some effect but it does 
not result in continued activity of the m ill. Perhaps the only solution
7 0 .
is to keep an operated crab in the experimental dish over a long period, 
if only the chelae of the animal are removed (by autotomy or surgically 
plus cauterisation) the animals live  in sea water fo r some time* By 
efficient sterilisation procedures, the fully dissected animal could be 
expected to live  fo r a long time. By starvation of the animal before 
the operation and feeding after a few days o f acclimatisation continued 
activity of the m ill m igit be obtaineo. This would allow the necessary 
L i- Ae  experii ents to elucidate the function of th< p,s.tu to oe made. 
l uch experiments as cutting both p.s.ns. during movements, recording 
from receptors during natural movement, recording output from the
i
ganglion, adding out oi phase stimulation to the p.e.n. ano so on. , mother 
possible approach is to insert electrodes through the carapace and record 
activity in the •normal* animal before and after various operations on 
the stoi tc tc„,astric nervous system.
X V - .  - , i -  ; n i  u'cejtfoi-fe
A© anticipated the mandibular receptors described here d iffer in 
their anatomical properties Iran  the tnoracico-coxal receptors which 
lie  in : comparable position in the walking legs. The most noticeable 
difference is in the lack of a chord< tonal organ. Th is contrasts with 
the situation described fo r  the thoracico-coxal receptors of the walking 
legs ( dexandrowicz, 1V67) but studies on the thoracico-coxal region of
76.
the 3rd maxilliped reveal that the chord-tonal organ is also missing 
in this lirnb (C larac, Wales, Laverack & Dando, 1969a),
The receptors of the mandibular region are all associated with a 
m ajor structural ligament that stretches from the epistome almost to 
the ventral anterior border o f the eadophragmal skeleton, The receptor 
neurones rarely  send dendrites onto this strand which is therefore 
mainly an accessory structure. The sensory cells are instead inserted 
on much m ore elastic strands that bear precise anatomical relation­
ships to the main strand. The main strand is normally hold in a state 
oi tc ion across the floor of the thora.v. It is tact and retracts 
immediately away from  any place where a cut is made. It is possible 
to stretch the strand mechanically to a small extent. In the intact 
preparation such stretching, and subsequent relaxation, is accomplished 
by movement of the manaible :n the opening end closing movements that 
occur during feeding, and by movements of the very mobile oesophagus. 
As the receptor strands are deformed differentially by movement of
the main strand it is assumed that such movements of the main strand 
•
ere partly responsible fo r the action of the sense organs. Clearly as 
each receptor strand also has one end attached to a mobile structure 
movements of these attachments away from  the main strand will c* use 
differential responses oi the sense organs, i o r example v i - R i can
oe activated oy normal movements oi the oesophagus (pullin& on the
77.
central part of the main strand) and by mandibular movements (pulling
k and the anterior* portion of the receptor strand)* 
tv PR 2 can also be activated by oesophageal movements, probably 
predominantly by such movements* I he input from these receptors 
alone therefore is not precise and probably only signals that events 
are taking place around the mouth*
K orphoiogically the fvll R neurones are of a type 2B (see appendix) 
and although the dendrites are rela tively  short Iv;pR i and 3 resemble 
the K cells  of the dorsal thorax (Alexandrowicz, 1952). i hysioiogicaily 
the t\ PR ce lls  are d issim ilar to the thoracico-coxal muscle receptor 
net rones o f Qarcinus (push, R ipley, aborts, i 9ub; Bush and Robert., 
1963) which usually respond to mechanical stimulation by graded 
potentials that are conducted by the dendrites to the Cw . In the man­
dibular receptors the axons certainly conduct action potentials to the 
Ci\ I  .
i he observation that both phasic and tonic units occur in N M 1 
caiuiot be correlated at present with an* distinctive morphological 
features, it is possible that there are different anatomical insertions 
of the dendrites on the receptor strand as reported for the PD organ 
o f the walking legs (I art ..an ano k>ettiger, 1967) out this seems un­
likely. I rom whitear’ s work on the leg thoracico-coxal receptors 
(1965) it is not expected that different unit responses w ii be paralleled
by u T c u c i .i i  of fin tr • ti. re.
T h e  t y p e s  of unit o b s e r v e d  in the N P R  s e r i e s  a r e  s i m i l a r  to chose
previou s l y  d e s c r ib e d  f o r  o th e r  s itu a tio n s ,  a s  in the le g  c h o rd  to n a l  
o r g a n s  o r  s ta to c y sts#  In M P R  1, th« b . t s ti
a lm o s t  p u re  p o sitio n  fibres#  f ib r e s  that resp o n d  m o r e  to m o v e r *e n t  
but h a v e  a ls o  a p o sitio n a l r e s p o n s e ,  and p u r e ly  p h a s ic  move- ant u n its  
t ©re rcite s e n s it iv e .  Tine in fo p  i a t  ion is  g a in e d  fro m  < s  a l l
n u m b e r  o f  n e u ro n e s. F 3 s e e  to co n tain
a r e  p h a s ic  and v e lo c it y  e n s it lv e  than o th e r  ty p e s.
If t h e s e  in te rn a l m e c h a n o r e c e p t o r s  do h ave a p r o p r io c e p t iv e  
function it s e e m s  p r o b a o le  that it would *>e to a f fe c t  the m a n d ib le ,  
o e s o p h a g u s  and la b r u m  via  th e c o m m is s u r a l  and s u b -o e s o p h a g e a l  
g a n g lia ,  o r  th e  s t o m a c h  .
s t a g e  in th e  s p e c i f i c  in v e s tig a tio n  o f  t h e s e  r e c e p t o r s  would be to d e t e r ­
m ine niuh if a n y o f t h e s e  e f f e c t s  w e r e  ev id en t Lind then tc in verti,  to  them 
*i .
- . 1 .  . .  Conclusiong cn  e a g o r y  le c t y t o r s .  Ipncrvatla^ U iej;< r  t 
i wo o f th e m a j o r  in te rn a l m e c h a n o r e c e p t o r  o r g a n s  on the f  r e g u t  
c a p o d s  h a ve been d< c it ) ere# Both contain l u l t i t e r  ini 1
i i i la r  to the p r e v io u s ly  e s c r i b e d  fk f cells. It is  t o o  
fro m  the w ork o f . O r lo v  and A ll® , and fro m  m y  o b s e r v a t io n s  that t h e r e
a r e  s c a t t e r e d  (probable) r n e c h a a o r e c e p to r  n e u r o n e s  oi o s i  a i ia r  ty p e  
on th e coso^hucCj. anc to a l e s s e r  e x te n t on th e  cardie e st. ^aci.,
* h o m o lo g ic a l  s t u e ie s  on t h e s e  n e u r o n e s  w ill p r o b a b ly  p r o v e  to he 
d ifficu lt.  x he la b r u m  it- in n e r v a te d  by n u m e ro u s  la r, x a <. ro n es  w. ich  
u s u a lly  h a v e  one Iona d e n d r ite  with a  rn u ltite rm in a l ending in the  
h yp o d e r..*is  tc«-A P a  bet *. K ennedy* l % 7 h  e l e c t r i c a l  r e c b r o m * ,-  t  . 
that th e s e  ia b r a l  n e u r o n e s  a r e  unusual in that th e y  h a v e  no r e s t in g  
d is c h a r g e  but l i r e  p h a s ic a l ly  (often at high r a te s )  when the la b ru m  is  
m o v ed . i  o n ic  in fo rm a tio n  is  s u p p lie d  by M P R  i n e u ro n e s  w hich in­
c r e a s e  t h e ir  t ir in g  r a t e  when the la b r u m  m o v e s  into th e m outh and  
d e c r e a s e  t h e ir  r a t e  when th e la b r u m  m o v e s  aw ay fr o m  the m outh  
( o u lin s ,  -i undo and L a v e r a c k *  1 % 9 ) .  T h i s  of c o u r s e  a d d s  y e t  m o r e  
c o m p le x ity  to th e in fo r m a tio n  su p p lie d  by i\ P R  1 to the C  , . .
a th e  p y l o r i c  r e g io n  oi the s to m a c h  of H o m a r u s  ana ,>.eoi,POdS 
th e r e  a r e  ofasn a  s m a l l  n u m b e r  o f rn u ltiterm in a l c e l l s  to be s e e n  in 
m ju s t  p o s t e r i o r  t o  t h e  p«s.n« a n a sto m o se s  . . .
. . . .  it is  not c e r t a i n  that t h e s e  c e l l s  a r e  e q u iv a le n t  to  
O rlov*. pyl< r i c  s e n s o r y  c e  i s  (fig u re  i . ... 1.) in . >st<-cuu. It is  a ls o  
not c l e a r  if t h e s e  c e i l s  h a v e  a x o n s  down the s i c e  w all of th e gut to the  
] . t,iion  o r  in  t  . . .  the s t o m a t o g a s t i  -
glio n . i h y s io lo g ic a l  in v e s t ig a t io n s  of th e s e  n e u r o n e s  woult a p p e a r  to
be pop. idle* 1 i any oi t e h a ir s  of tn e in te r io r  oi th e  g a t  a r e  in n e r ­
va te d  by m e c h a n o r e c e p to i  n e u r o n e s  it m a y a ls o  be p o s s ib le  to r e c o r d  
these c e l l s .  H o w e v e r  if  th e  n e u ro n e s  a r e  c h e m o r e c o £
- h k  •- ... w c ■ i..^ . t ... p ut . ec. use s i  , ...
t ic n  of th e  m a n d ib le  and lo w e r  o e s o p h a g u s ,  it is  a ls o  a c c e s s a r y  h e r e  to  
note the o v e r la p  o f  p a r t of the hoc -ion o. ....... .
V hat is  now  known of the fo r e g u t s e n s o r y  s y s t e m s  is  s u m m a r is e d  in  
t i . . .
C l e a r l y  th e  n ext s te p  in th e in v e s tig a tio n  is  to d e te r m in e  the  
o p e r a t iv e  s t im u lu s  and input c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f the p y lo r ic  s to m a c h  
c h a n o r e c e p to r e *  T h i s  would a ls o  apply to an y g r o u p s  of in n e r v a te d  
ha ire - i h ct. uld be j t„ -.bed. with th is  in fo rm a tio n  on the u jo r  in te r n a l  
m e c l  no rec ep to r©  it sho u ld  be p o s s ib le  to turn then to th e  fu n ctio n s of  
th e  c o m m is s u r a l  and o e s o p h a g e a l  g a n g lia  and thu s to the input to th e  
etc < . t r i e  ... m^lion. .
B e e c h  n b.2. F u r t h e r  v o rk
o a o a i i a  t unction? and a c t i o n s  of S e n s o r y  S y s t e m s  
The l i r s t  point that sho u ld  be m a d e  h e r e  is  th at it is  so m e w h a t  
a r t i f i c i a l  to r e m o v e  th e  s t o m a t o g a s t r ic  n r v o u s  s y s t e m  fro m  the r e s t  
of the n r v o u s  s y s t e m  and stu d y  it in isot tion. T h e  c o m m is s u r a l
t
g a n g lia  s i t  on th e c o n n e c t iv e s  and no doubt a r e  u n d er th e  in flu en ce of
Fa bit; b .1 .1,
iarv o f  R e c e p to rs  In n erv atin g th e F o r t e s .
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- 1 g a n g lio n . (It is
p o s s ib le  to  p ro d u ce  a c tiv ity  in th e  o e so p h a g u s  by s t im u la tio n  o f  th e
.
d ir e c t  c o n n e ctio n  with c! e s i  p r a - o e so p h a g e a l ga n g lio n  by th e  v e n tr a l  
Ian n e r v e .  A l s o  th e m o u th p a r ts  a r c  innem  .
o e s o p h a g e a l  g a n g lio n  ana it i s  t h e r e fo r e  to be expected th at t .is g a n -  
p o p u la tes  th e  a c t i v i t i e s  cf  the cc .
p a r t ic u la r  the o p e ra tio n  of th e  m outh r e g io n  m u st be c lo s e ly  lin ked . ith  
t. t i t e d ib le s ,
i\T e v e r t  he l e s s  I h a v e  c o n fir m e d  that a c o m m is s u r a l  ga n g lio n  can  
m a in ta in  a d is c h a r g e  in d is tin g u is h a b le  from  the n o r m a l a c t iv it y  fo r  a  
long ti e when c o m p le te ly  is o la t e d  fr o m  the c e n tr a l  n e r v o u s  s y ste m *
It is also p o s s ib le  to how that th is  output is  c o r r e la t e d  with m-ovemerits  
o f  th e o e s o p h a g u s  * n» E a c h  c o m m is s u r a l  g a n g lio n  1 1:
a  c o n sta n t bon ;t to the o e s o ; I gan g lio n . T h i s  d iffu se
gang! k  . o r e  d iff ic u lt  to u n d erstan d . The s i  pk t in itia l  - i -  
m e n ts  to c a r r y  out a r e  to is o la t e  the g a n g lio n  < nd to study any s p o n -
u  c e l l s  in the i*Jic .
h ave 1 und that r h y t h m ic a l ly  f ir in g  u n its  sen d  in fo rm a tio n  to the : t p r a -  
o e s o p h a g e a l  g a n g lio n  v ia  the v e n tr a l  m ed ian  n e r v e  and up the storm to~  
g a s t r i c  n e r v e  (p o s sib ly  to  th e stom atogc t t r i c  g  nglion). ti  ml
of the superior and in ferior oesophageal nerves (from  the commissural 
ganglia) evoke changes in this output. S im ilarly  fibres* which are 
silent in the isolated preparation, can be activated by s t i  »ulation of 
these nerves and their output changed by altering the frequency and 
stimulus strength.
The functions o f these two ganglia have to be investigated before 
the control o f the foregut can be clarified. Nevertheless it is helpful 
at this stage to suggest general ideas on the operation of the system.
Probably the foregut is normally held in a resting position partly 
dependent on its mechanical characteristics and partly upon patterned 
output from  the stomatogastric ganglia. This position can then be 
altered by information arising elsewhere in the nervous system (e., . 
the supra-oesophageal and sub-oesophageal ganglia) and acting firs t 
on the commissural ganglia. Such changes proiab ly occur when food 
is being passed to the mouth by the mouthparts. The commissural 
ganglia could then be further affected by sensory information from  the 
mouth region (e.g. N/’PR 1, 2, 3) and also from the oesophagus and 
cardiac stomach (e.g. 'k* ce lls ) as distortions were caused by fooc 
entry. Th is increased activity in the commissural ganglia could lead 
to activation of the stomatogastric * anglion via its stomatogastric nerve 
inputs. Increased activity of the stMmatogastric ganglion would a feet 
the p.s.n. sensory system and this input would feed back into the
.  . .
The output o f the ganglia would cause the cyclic activity seen in ©pen 
preparations. Inhibition (i.e . slow do. n) oi the ste - i. -t ^  
caused by information from  mechanoreceptors in the pyloric region of 
the stomach reporting passage of food out of the foregut, ce ils  on the 
cardiac stomach responding less as the stomach shrinks back to its
pe. or too much i pfull. A lso Bathe ( uilock 
c I vorridgo, 196o) showed th« t a brainless crab will continue to feed 
beyond its capacity, therefore an inhibitory pathway from  toe brain  to 
the f t t o stern could operate. As the
ganglion lies  in the anterior aorta and the commissural ganglion has a 
well devel oped blood supply they could also rece ive  excitatory and 
inhi! i .■ Li uli fr m the bk oo. T:..- ■; • in t„i. ...amii. . m c
be directly sensitive to movements o f the i regut.
< f course such a general explanation sa^s nothing of the precise 
mech< ru:uns involved in the generation oi central patterns and post ible 
r ••• . . . -  , infoi lation Just provide tonic
stimulus to keep up the level of central activity o r  has any of it a 
p recise ro le  in tim ing?). Given the degree of sensory innervation , id 
i it11 v •"nation encountered (<e*g. I
o f food) it Is probable that r  ilex  mi I s will be import is
r e g io n  (re- ndix}* C le a r ly  th e  simplest s e n s e  o r g a n  to bey 
to I n v e s t ig a t e  in t h e s e  t e r  s. is  h / P rr 1 sa d  its  in v o lv e  ont . it? th e  
i s  i r a l  and p o e s ib lj  the s u b -  1 .
co m  1 i s s u r a l  g a n g lio n  i s  a p a r t i c u l a r l y  t t t r a c t i v e  t a r g e t  ft r  p h y s io ­
lo g ie s !  a n a l y s i s  at th is  t i m e  b e c a u s e  it toy be p o s s ib le  to study the  
a c t i v i t y  o f  the c e l l s  in th e  earn© w ay a s  h e y n s r d  h a s  done fo r  the  
s t o m a t o g a s t r ic  g a n g lio n  and to stu d y  the e ffe c ts  o f  tern opi infer; cion  
on e  c e n tr a l  m e c h a n ism *
" t i  r F-. oct.
T h e  most s tr a ig h tfo r w a r d  q u e stio n  to  be a s k e d  abou t the  
storn t o g a s t r i e  s y s t e m  i s  what is  the e f fe c t  o f th e  m o to r  eup, ly to the
. P p € w o rk  on c r e a te
stratod th t th e  fu n ctio n s of a s e t  o f  m u s c l e s  cannot be d ed u ce d  ju s t  by 
lookin? at th e  fo r m  of th e  m o to r  output. "he r e l a t i o n s ' i, betw een  
m o to r  neurone a c t iv i t y  and m u s c le  function is  r a th e r  . 1 .
pro bio . h ich  could be a p p r o a c h e d  at the s a m e  t i m e  is th e x a c t
dec ion of how the fo r e g u t moves. \  a m  tl : a p p e a r  t
be s i  la Ithouah it is  s te r e o ty p e d .
R e c e n t ly  W inlow  £ L a v e r o c k  (1969) h a ve co n fir in e d  i l k r V  (1910)  
r e p o r t  th a t s tim u la tio n  of the v e n tr a l  n e r v e  c o r d  e v o k e s  p e r i s t a l s i s  nd 
an al o. -in, in th e hind ut. T h i s  s. uld < ' >eur to link tl , .tori-.
stomatogastric system with some kind of command system to the 
last abdominal ganglion as there is no known supply to the gut from 
the other thoracic and abdominal ganglia. S im ilarly  a command
{
system is most likely between the supra-and sub-oesophageal ganglia 
and the commissural ganglia. This aspect will probably prove to be 
relatively  simple for physiological analysis.
Osborne and I (1969) have recently suggested that monoamines 
may be involved in synaptic transmission in the decapod stomato­
gastric ganglion or between its motor neurones and the gut rnuscies. 
Th is links up with s im ila r suggestions which have been made for the 
stomatogastric ganglia of insects (e.g. the ingluvial ganglion, 
Ghanussot et. a l.# 1969). Such comparisons immediately introduce 
the question of possible neurosecretory mechanisms. The insect 
stomatogastric nervous system is intimately connected with the 
corpora cardiaca/corpora allata system and it is therefore necessary 
to ask if the crustacean system if* linked to the endocrine system in 
any way. At this tim e there is no good evidence to suggest that it is.
To my mind the more interesting comparison with insect in­
vestigations comes not from  looking ever deeper into the physiology 
of the system but from  the possibility of correlating the e lectro- 
physiological analysis with behavioural observations and theories.
6 6 .
1 ho most cciiiplcto i n v ion i t  oi course by * cthicr oiiu t<h- 
collaborators on feeding in the blowfly Uor. nu. Th is study has 
extended ever twenty years anti hue iec; to sophistIcated t .copies on 
the control of feeding { ethier and Gelpcrin* 19 >7). It has also been 
possible to study the oho nosensory organs involved in eoma detail 
and o beginning has now been made on the electrophysiology of the 
t  tomato gastric nervous system (Galperin* 1907). f>ome proposals 
have oooii made on the function of the cockroach , toiiie.Lvt.,t t tr ic  
nervous syste.. , { avy and freherne* i ) aid eiectrophysiologicai 
investigations of sense organs and interneuronoe are in pro ress 
{.Voulins, 19o9). The decapods certainly have many advantages fo r 
electro physiological investigations but it. it possible to analyse feeding 
behaviour in a meaningful way ?
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Appendix 1. Proprioception in the Decapo da Crustacea 
A> M . Definition
Pringle (1961) states that the term  proprioceptor (from  the Latin 
proprio - o f our own motion) which was originally used by Sherrington, 
is part o f a functional classification which needs not only knowledge of 
the sensory modality of the receptor but also of its ro le in the 
behaviour o f the animal. The term  was redefined by Lissman in 1950 
to relate solely to the receptor. For Lissman proprioceptors were: 
'Sense organs capable o f registering continuously deformations 
(changes in length) and stresses (tensions, compressions) in the body. 
These can arise  from  the anim al's own movements o r  may be due to 
its weight o r to other external mechanical fo rces .'
Bullock and Horridge (1965) define the term  simply as: 
•Mechanoreceptors which normally signal movements or position 
of parts o f the body'.
This is another definition concerned only with the recep tor's  response 
and not with its re flex  function.
In the modern literature on crustacean receptors there is usually 
no clear statement of which of these two distinct types of definition 
(receptor response o r receptor response plus re flex  function) is being 
used. This is presumably because most workers in the field  feel that
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the distinction between proprioceptors and other receptors is clear.
Also the system allows receptors* which from their location appear to 
he proprioceptors* to be classified  as proprioceptors. Apart from  the 
unsatisfactory lack of c larity there is another serious disadvantage.
As I inlay son (1968) has most recently pointed out* some internally acting 
mechanoreceptors may be activating other responses* for example in 
endocrine systems* not short term  postural o r  movement reflexes. 
Therefore  it is necessary to be c lear about the definitions used in this 
thesis. Table A. 1.1. sets out the nomenclature used. A receptor 
monitoring position o r movements of parts o f the main body of an 
animal is an Internal M echanoreceptor. Internal re fers  to function
not location; the group includes a few externally located receptor organs.%
An internal mechano receptor involved in short term  reflexes of move­
ment or position (which is not a statolith organ) i6 a Proprioceptor. I 
am therefore using a receptor response plus re flex  function definition.
Any definition is  going to be open to question by people with slightly 
different points of view. Explanations which may cover some questions 
are given in the notes fo r  table A. 1.1. It may be felt that the main 
trend of current opinion should be followed and my internal mechano­
receptors should be term ed proprioceptors. Then it would be possible 
to subdivide into statolith proprioceptors* endocrine proprioceptors and
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Definition of a Proprioceptor 
Sense Organ
Kiechanoreceutor1
Responds to normal mechanical 
stimuli encountered by receptor.
Main response to external 
stimulation (tactile hairs, 
hair fan organs).
2,3
Internal Mechano receptor
Main response to movement or 
position of parts o f main body 
Statolith Organs,    ’ (L issm an 's definition).
▼ 4
Non-Statolith Internal Mechano receptors
Involved in other activ ities, 
e,g. Endocrine regulation.
w
Proprioceptor0
Involved in short term  reflexes 
o f movement and position.
Definition of a r  ^oppioceptor
Notes
1. There is o f course a possibility of a modality overlap.
2. It should be noted that Sherrington's original classification took
account of location and source of stimulus. The location of the 
receptor is important in this definition. Most internal mechano- 
receptors are internal but a few externally located mechanorecep- 
tors (e.g* hair plates, Pringle,1938) must respond almost ex­
clusively to movement or position of the main body.
3. There is a poss ib ility  of an overlap o f extero-and intero- res ­
ponses in externally located receptors. Obviously hair fan
organs will respond just as well when the animal moves its body
through the water as when the water moves over its body. Surely 
the animal must be able to distinguish between these events by 
use o f other sensory input and efferent copy mechanisms. The 
distinction between internal and external mechanoreceptors can 
therefore be made.
4. It is useful to exclude statolith organs because of their distinct 
structure and function. Th is is normal practice with many 
authors.
Table A. 1.1.
Tsfoi £. '.,t AtJ-t
Notes (cont*d.)
5. C learly  an internal mechanoreceptor could serve proprio­
ceptive and other functions, but this is not necessarily true 
and therefore the distinction is justified.
movement and posture proprioceptors. This seems to me to make 
proprioceptor into a blunderbuss word (Gowers* 1962) and to lose the 
useful term  Internal Mechano receptor. F or the sake o f argument 
here I stick to the nomenclature of t able A. 1.1.
AlLS, b p m m yy
Following Sherrington's work most studies on proprioceptors have 
been concentrated on vertebrates# particularly mammals* because of 
their intrinsic medical interest (Granit* 1955; 1963; Roberts* 1967).
Yet* as in many other areas o f biological research* fundamental studies 
are often m ore readily carried  out on invertebrate preparations. Th is 
is mainly because the wide range o f invertebrate types often provide 
examples with special advantages such as simplicity* size* disposition* 
o r  a lim ited number o f neurones.
Although internal mechano receptors are known in Annelida and 
Mollusca (Laverack* 1968) most work on these receptors in invertebrates 
has so far been on arthropods (Finlayson* 1968). The decapod Crustacea 
have provided many of these examples partly because o f the large 6ize 
o f some species* the c lear results which can be obtained by intra-vitam 
staining with methylene blue* and the ease o f making electrophysiological 
recordings o f nervous activity. Some of these studies* particularly of 
the abdominal MRO (Alexandrowicz* 1951* 1967) have produced results
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of major importance. Th is large body o f work on decapod proprio­
ceptors and presumed proprioceptors has been extensively reviewed 
in recent years by Bullock and Horridge (1965) and again in the wider 
review s o f Finlay son  (1966) and Laverack (1966).
There is no need to duplicate these reviews here. However, in 
Table A. 1.2. 1 have attempted to summarise the development of the 
subject since Alexandre wicz described the MRO in 1951. In the table 
I have also attempted to show how the different anatomical types of 
receptor are arranged in the part6 of the animal's body. It should be 
noted that the table is concerned with the following aspects of the work 
on decapod proprioceptors:
a. Anatomy
b. Fine Structure (to c la rify  anatomy).
c. Operative Stim ulus.
d. Input to CNS.
e. Reflex Effects.
No attempt is made to report studies of, for example, drug action or 
transducer mechanisms as these aspects are not relevant to the present 
experimental work.
The nomenclature of the internal mechanoreceptors in the decapod 
Crustacea is mainly descriptive and due to numerous authors. It is
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therefore confused* 1 have tried  to order the nomenclature in term6 
of the operation o f the receptor neurones*
1 retain the uniterminal/multiterminal distinction because there 
may well be some difference in the mechanism by which the spike 
activity is generated in these two types* Therefore  different mechan­
ical forces may be needed to produce the same input to the CNS. 1 then 
distinguish three types of receptor organ.
The firs t of these are sim ple receptor organs in which the neurones 
send processes into cuticle o r  internal tissues but not on to a distinct 
strand or muscle* Thi6 category may include uniterminal neurone 
simple receptor organs (campaniforrn sensilla) or rnultiterminal neurone 
simple receptor organs (•k' ce lls  o f Orlov and Larim er and Kennedy). 
Strand receptor organs are the second category* In such receptor organs 
some type of strand directs the mechanical forces which operate on the 
neurones which innervate it. Again these receptors can be uniterminal 
(connective chordotonal organs oi Howse 1968) o r  multiterminal (MPR1).
Finally there is the category o f muscle receptor organs* In these 
organs the receptor neurones are connected with a muscle and it is 
therefore theoretically possible fo r the CNS to set the level of the 
activity of the neurones. These receptors include multiterminal neurone 
muscle receptor organs (MROs) and uniterminal neurone muscle
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receptor organs (myochordotonal organs).
The whole system is therefore:
1. Uirnple Receptor Organs (no strand o r  muscle)
a. Uniterm inai Campaniform sensilla
b. Iviultiterminai •k* ce lls
2. Strand Receptor Organs
a. Uniterminal Connective Chordotonal Organs
b. Multiterminal MPRI
3. Muscle Receptor Organs
a. Uniterm inal Myochordotonal Organs
b. Multiterminal Muscle Receptor Organs
Recent Developments
In the rest of this section several important developments which 
have taken place since the last reviews are discussed. These develop*
ments are:
i. C larac 's  re investigation of the leg myochordotonal organ
in Carcinus.
ii. l artman and Boettiger's  description of the disposition of
movement and position receptors in a PD chordotonal organ.
iii. Dendritic transmission of action potentials in bipolar
T . b l c  - . t .  .
« urr "c ry  of W>efc OQ Prupploceptton In the i ecapooa 
r .w e tw e e  sn c t  1980^
1. pin Body
l.b. ynWftgM 1fHtL",SKv.QP,vknpA<? -■epegtor.,: 1 ^ ! °
1967 p©bst fine Kemieoy ^tikdomy and physiology.
• .goca.uUarin, Receptor 
neurones with ramifying 
cendrites ia ventrel abdom­
inal soit cuticle. Also 
collecting interneurones and 
re flex  effects. ^ee later in 
appendix Cor detailed 
discussion.
3.U - uUttgru.ilmi Afeurvno v
1951 Alexandra wicg Anatomy, }. A lifl-
urufc* Opened modern 
studies of proprioception in 
this group.
1953
1955
v% iersiiiti. i ursfipsn,
F lorey.
Bygfe^uirre ana Huffier
i■liyaiolofcy. roc, I. -i.».
M R O 'i shown to be phasic
and tonic stretch rect. tors.
Fundamental sensory 
yhyt-ioloky. rv-v. i>»ru6.
! -.uuktrufc. £ tert o f the long 
series  on this aspect.
1966 Fields UetloA effects* rv^ .i.b eru s.
I art o f the clast ic series  of 
papers ^©ruiodji' c-nd his
associates: reviewed in 
detail in this appendix*
I9t>7 Alexandre wiC2 Review with notes for those 
foolish enough to indulge hi 
physio logy 1
H. 1 borax 
a. IX giuu *1 »\*wone Ufeclfe .eceu tor
l  A.Mscie K^ffsga£.i1:,ra«ui
IS52 A1 exand ro wicz /-matOiuy* Rom an s. linurus.
1956 Huffier and bys&aguirre Physiology. .hftfQArus* 
e ffect of inhibitory axon*
Alexandra wicsc Review.
1992 Alexandro wica Anstoinf, t omapt fcj  alinurus.
19bi Wiersrna and P ilgrim anatomy and physiology*
2, A^pendcs-eg
i,tu.
• • , , i i . ‘ ■afaS' jMu.dvy*^ - w w r n f c * ;
(Campaniform £ en&illa)
i966 Lheluon and Laverock .* ostomy and physiology* 
E.iifflfarMifr* 'arcinufc.
_____
l .U  uUUcr .q.i.J i-eutcme ec.iXor O iw n r
5
1957
19t>7
Alexandra wicz «.nd whitesr Anatomy. Ko.iifepufe.
niexantiro wicz / netorriy. >. vXimPMH
b
^ a a . s i r ^
(ohordotonal Organs)
1964
1957
1956
1959
Burke
Alexandra wicz and whitear
Alexandra wica
Wiersma and Boettiger
/anatomy and physiology 
ot I u organ. OafQittUto.
anatomy ol TO and Ci 
chordotonal organs, 
honwrm^ i'C not pm sn t  
in ^trcinub op
1C not t,reborn. in tow>e. arua.
Physiology ol h u . oarcinua.
Characteristics ol units.
1962 Whit ea r Fine structure oi most 
chordotonal organs.
Oa rcinufr. Hypothesis that 
paraciliary cell responds to 
strand elongation* c ilia ry  to 
strand relaxation.
19o2b
4963
bush
Bush
Proprioceptive reflexes in 
PD and CP Joints. Cercutus.
Reflexes in PD and CP Joints 
of a variety ol species.
1965a* b Bush Physiology of k»G* CP and 
Cfi organs, -arcinus.
1965c Bush Reflexes in ail Joints between 
coxa and dactyl. Oarclnus.
1966 i\ cadeison
i96:
1967
I9u6
1969
j lexandro vdcz
Hartman and Soettioer
Clarac
C larac
1969a c l a r a c ,  a l e s ,  L a v e r o c k ,  
Banco
P h y s io lo g y .  Im p u ls e  
initiation in dendrites of
T neurones. limectos*
/ natomy. TC  not present 
in . faltnwrute.
mechanical factors and ce ll 
res jouces in . <,ncer.
i auto m y and p h y sio lo g y  o f  
IM orgoii. . , . ctnua.
Anatomy anc pliysioiouy. BI 
or^v. a in ^u.v. .ot 
PPWMM in vu lvlilliU  T vvo
I receptors in /v&tuct
Anatomy and physiology ci most 
receptors in * omarus.
1957
a .U  .-..MititttPinmfai .,wuivn«t» ecawtur v
(laacrvaLcd L laetic  ! ti*and Receptors., VC Complex)
Aloxcndrovwicse. and .Vhitear Anatomy. : o,.,c,ru..
9ltPlitafcflfr Not present in
1956
1906
1907
Alexandra v*icx
*% hit oar
Alexandre vdcz
Anatomy. . u .^ n .ru . 
i unctioncxl hypothesis.
Fine structure. Iltei:aakfi»
Anatomy. ^Uuki-Vr.*
(Nyochordotcnul Organa)
196o
1*63
C o h e n
ohen
ivaatOii.y a n c  phybiology,
..ittiiXkl*
Anatomy oi receptor 
muscle. Cancer.
1 964
1965
I9t7
o r a l  R a j
Cohen
Cohen sno I ess
I hyotology of receptor 
muscle, -
a t d le x  e flec ifc . voncer.
Fine structure of receptor
muscle. '■•M.i.vf.
19b8u, h Claruc
1969 Claruc
Anatomy ana phyotolo^.
...f'viuuu Keoaueasineafc. 
l  ee discussion later in 
appendix.
Anatomy and physiology* 
.v£*y.kfc» c nly \ CO 1 
receptor.
1957
Xb. ... .uteltsa>AluuL i^uiiaii«.,.- .usUfc '-gcsuiur •
( e r&u- a ox)
Alexandre wicz and whit car Anatomy, I .cmurnu.
1956
1965
Alexandre v» i u
VJ hit ear
Anatomy. ..o.. ^urus.
F unct tonal hy pot * * ©t ib,
1 ine structure. o-^rcnius.
1967 Alexandre wics Anatomy, mlnupus.
1966a. b Bush# Roberts, Ripley
7.8
Operative stimulus. den­
dritic transmission to CNt> 
without spikes, reflex 
©fleets, ^vh iirtfrf
1902
19o5
Bush
w ifaon ano Cavi*
a veil ex iniuUtiuu. - c»rcinus.
Nerve impulse patterns end 
ro fU x control. .
C. ^ aten ule
l.a. Uattepminal Ngyroafl -Simple P -e c e ^ r  £rjBa£.
1964 Laverock Anatomy and physiology of 
neurones innervating the
Uniter t Inal Neurone i  trand r ece ptor Organ©
1965 V yse and iard Anatomy end physiology of 
ioint receotors. Panulbus. 
°n e  recep tor respond© to 
two axe© of movement.
1967 schone and Schone Integration of an antenuuiar 
proprioceptive organ and 
statoci «*. Biiaullrtfi.
1969 Schone Anatomy and physiology of 
receptor at antennulor 
base. PanuUryfe.
1«< ,•>«
I967a« b Tay lor Anatomy and physiology of 
an organ monitoring 
fla&eliu 11 move, nents. 
Pctrochirus.
2.ti. Unitarmiaal Neurone Strand Receptor Ormans
1969 Laverack and Dando Anatomy end phyiiology of 
main joint receptors* 
Homarus. r’ne receptor 
©pans two joints.
u ,  X u n q ib le
l.b. i\ ultiterminal Neurone sim ple Receptor Organs
1969 Wales and Laverack Anatomy anc physiology. 
Homarus. Neurones (in 
various nerves) v ith 
ramifying dendrites in 
epidermis.
2.a. Uniterm Inal Neurone Strand Receptor Organs
1969 Laverack Anatomy of rec eptor inner­
vating palp. 'anulirus.
2.b. Multiterminal Neurone Strand Receptor Organs
1968 Laverack and Dando Anatomy and physiology. 
Homarus.
1969 M oulins. Dando. Laverack Anatomy and physiology. 
Panulirys, Nephrons.
3. b. Muititerm inal Neurone Muscle Receptor Oman
1969 Wales and Laverack Anatomy and physiology. 
Homarus.
1969 Laverack Anatomy. Panu Irus.
,v J i
l.b. Muititerminal Neurone Simple Receptor Oman
1968 Pasztor M otor output controlling 
iziil beater. Procambarus.
19b9 Paeztor Anatomy. Receptor assoc­
iated with g ill beater.
2 .a . U n it e r m in a l N e u ro n e  s t r a n d  R e c e p t o r  r a a a
1969 Laverack Anatomy. nuiiruL-.
H. : axillineds
:.a. Uniterminal Neurone Strand Receptor Organs
1969a C larac, Wales, Laverack. 
Dando
Anatomy and physiology of 
receptors in 3rd maxilliped. 
Bomarus. No TC receptor, 
no PD receptor.
2.b* Multiterminal Neurone Ltrond Receptor Organs
1969b C larac, Wales, Laverack, 
Dando
Anatomy of receptors in TC  
region of Homarus. 2nd and 
3rd maxiliipeds. Not 
present in 2nd maxilliped.
3.a. Uniterminal Neurone u&cle ie c e a io r  Oraans
1969a, b C larac, Wales, Laverack, 
Dando
No myochordotonal organ 
in 2na or 3rd iaxilliped. 
Bomarus.
• • ultiter.. itial Neurone ceptor Qrgaap
1969b C larac, Vvales, Laverack, 
Dando
L tw im m erets
1960b Hughes and W iersma
Anatomy of TC  muscle 
receptor organs 2nd and 
3rd maxiliipeds. Ho mar
Central sequence responsible 
for movements, i rocf parus.
1964 W iersm a and Ikeda Command interneurones for 
action of motor neurones. 
Prucambc rur.
J. Telson and Uropods 
1964 Barth
1967 Evoy and Kennedy
1968  D a v is Description of muscle system 
and motor output. Positions 
of sense organs noted. 
Homarus.
Physiology. Not known 
anatomically. rocambarus.
Overlap of command fibres 
fo r abdomen and tail 
positions, r rocambarus.
K. Eyes
1968 H orridge Central sequences control
movement. No proprio­
ceptors involved. Carcinus.
3. V iscera
- j- Lut
l.b. > ultiterminal Neurone Simple Receptor Organs
1965 Larim er and Kennedy Physiology. Unusual fk* 
(O rlov) cells. P rocambarus.
1969 Dando and Laverack Anatomy and physiology of 
posterior stomach nerve 
neurones, also reflex  effects. 
Cancer. Homarus.
1969 Fv oulins, Dando, Laverack Anatomy and physiology of 
labrum receptors. Xephrops.
1969 vvtnlow and Laverack Anatomy and physiology of 
hindgut receptors.
Neohrops. Homarus.

Vvork concerns mainly -c ^tantta, vecruno and ^rechytra. 
Generic name® o f specie® used for me;)oi* part o f each invest­
igation are given.
Intern*! mechonoreceptors which are thought to be proorlo- 
ceptors e re  included fo r  the sake of completeness.
Physiology is normally used here to cover input to C S S  and 
operative stimulus. Other subjects such ae reflex  effects are 
cited where applicable.
Of course only a few  o f the hundred© of paper© on the MFO can 
be aiven.
Ceils* some o f which are multipolar, were described in the leg 
nerve* in both o f these s>s?nft. It seems probable that these 
cells  are internal mechano receptors and also as no recentor 
rtructures were found that there neurones are in the i.b. group, 
Some of the connective chordotonal organs in the appendages ©re 
attached to muscles. Th ere fo re  they can be set by the CMS - 
but only to imposed forces. Such receptors ere  in group 2 
not 3.
Where little  information on interne! mechanoreceptors is
available but tometbiofi is kno wn of the motor system this 
information i t  given.
I or the most part the claw bearing appendages have sim ilar 
receptors to the walking, legs. There is, however, no description 
of the receptor ..on  it o ring the claw. This is of some interest 
in species where there are large differences in the structure and 
function of the t wo large claws.
receptor meurones, and conduction of graded potentials 
by the dendrites of the T/C receptors in Carcmus. 
iv. Finally a more extensive review  is given of the work of 
Kennedy and his associates on the control o f abdominal 
position in the crayfish as this is a model fo r  any invest­
igation of proprioceptors and their role in the behaviour 
of an animal,
i. The tv yochordotonal Organ
In 1934 Barth described a complex of peripheral neurones and 
associated structures in the I-M  region of a number of decapod Crust­
acea. Cohen (1963, 1965) reinvestigated this receptor in Cancer and 
confirmed its association with a specialised muscle. He showed that 
the receptor he described contained unidirectional movement and position 
fibres responding to M -C  joint extension and flexion. These units 
showed marked range fractionation over the total arc of joint movement. 
He also showed that the sensory input from the receptor could be 
modified by stimulating the single motor axon innervating the associated 
receptor muscle. Contraction of the muscle reproduces the effect on 
the sense ce lls  o f extending the MC joint. The cells  responding to C 
joint extension are thus facilitated and those responding to flexion of the 
MC joint are depressed. The receptor can therefore be set by central
commands to the associated muscle which makes it a most complex 
and interesting system.
Curiously no marked malfunction of the EvlC articulation in 
walking followed rem oval o f the organ; instead a depression of total 
locomotor activity followed rem oval o f several receptors. Cohen 
postulated that the receptor input could therefore be setting the level 
of central excitability.
C larac (1968* 1969a, b) who was interested in the relationship of 
this system to the vertebrate muscle spindle had difficulty in recon­
ciling Cohen's description of the K CO with Barth's work and his own 
anatomical results in Carcinus. He was therefore forced to reinvest­
igate the anatomy of the whole region and the physiology o f the receptors 
found there. Table A. 1.3. summarises his anatomical findings and 
their relations to previous work. Table A, 1.4. summarises his 
physiological findings.
Th is receptor system is of great interest as it is even more com­
plex than Cohen's work suggested. The major question now to be 
resolved is what is its ro le  in the locomotor activity o f the decapoda 
Crustacea. In this respect it should be noted that C larac has recently 
confirmed that a s im ilar but anatomically different system exists in 
Reptantian species (C larac, 1969), and also that Wales and Laverock (1969)
■ r o o r io c e p t o r  A n a to m y of th e fschio-lV Iepopodite Roaion in 
Ce&s of the Crab Cc r c in u s  :n e d ito r  ran eu s C»
a hree groups o f proprioceptive bipolar neurons were found at 
the ischio-m eropodite joint o f all walking legs and chelipeas of 
the crab Oflrpinus . yeua&P^.SVfc o,
Two of these receptors are connected with the proximal head 
of the accessory flexor muscle (A IM ) of the carpopodite:
The firs t (Barth 's organ) is situated near the post&xial wall of 
the meropodite; it is associated with the A IM  by an elastic 
membrane.
The second is in the preaxial part o f the ischiopodite above 
muscle fib res of the retractor of the meropodite; it is 
associated with the dorsal part of the ATM  by an elastic strand; 
i he third receptor consists of twenty sensory ce lls  in the post- 
axial region of the ischiopodite attached to the tendon of the 
iiieropooito «a o p  muscle, its strand stays in the same 
segment.
Comparison with previous research perm its ail structures 
connected with AFX to be considered a© components of the 
myochordotonal organ (MCO), and the third receptor to be
named the 1M (ischiomeropodite) chordotonal organ.
The organ described by Barth should be equated with MCO 1 
in Carcinus. subdivided, usually into two groups: the main
organ ("Hauptorgane") and the proximal organ ("P rox im a l- 
organe"). The receptor studied by Cohen was the second 
receptor (MCO 2).
i-hysioto^- ot iH yP ioce^tgr ;. in 1  ,',-eflion
The two receptors connected with the accessory ilexor m uscle  
(A I i\ ) were stimulated by rnero-car >opodite { -C ) joint
movement* while the activity oi the HVi cellu lar group defended 
only on ischio-meropociite (I- ) joint displacement*
Tv CO presented a great variety in cellu lar discharge pattern 
depending on whether the units were from  the iirs t o r  the second 
GO receptor.
Unidirectional m o v e m e n t and position f ib r e s  f o r  s t r e t c h  o r  
r e l e a s e  o f the A I were r e c o r d e d  fr o m  the n r s t  C O
recent r (Earth’ s or* <m).
T h e  nerve from the second I\ C O  receptor contained chiefly fibres 
sensitive to flexion c* the . - c  j, mu
The chordotonal organ Ik. nkich anatomically is si .liar to the 
chordotonal organs C 1 and Of i* showed a maximal discharge 
curiiig protraction of the meropociite, when its elastic strand 
vvat rolCi . ee ch<t is liko G - and .
have found a receptor with certain s im ilarities to this system in the 
mandibles of Homerus vulgaris. Also it is known that no such 
receptor occurs in the antennule (Wyse and Maynard# 1965) or in the 
2nd and 3rd maxillipeds (Clarac# Wales# Laverack# Dando# 1969a,b) of 
Reptantians.
ii. Lunctional Organisation of Chordotonal . raans.
A fter Whitear*s (1960# 1962) description of the fine structure of 
the leg chordotonal organs of Carcinus efforts were made to relate the 
structure o f the dendrites of the receptor cells  to their physiological 
properties. The theory suggested by Whitear was that the paraciliary 
ce il responded to elorgation of the strand and the c ilia ry  cell responded 
to strand relaxation. Th is theory finally proved untenable when Bush 
(196cb) showed that although the paired segments o f the CB organ are 
both cilia ry  the CB organ responds to both elongation and relaxation of 
the receptor strand.
Unfortunately it had been forgotten that W iersma and Boettiger 
(1959) had proposed a sim pler theory to explain some of the receptor 
properties of the chordotonal organs. They attempted to relate the 
disposition o f the cell bodies on the receptor strand to the neurones' 
responses. This idea was again put forward by Wyse and Maynard 
(1965) in their study of the antennular chordotonal organs of Panulirus.
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In a recent investigation Hartman and Boettiger (1967) showed 
that the receptor properties of the ce lls  in the PD organ of Cancer 
could in fact be related to the disposition of the cells on the receptor 
strand. F igure A. 1.1. summarises their findings. C learly  this work 
has set new standards for investigations of decapod proprioceptors, 
particularly by its emphasis on the constancy of the peripheral neuronal 
architecture in the PD organ. Nevertheless we are still a long way 
from  a mechanical explanation of the physiological properties of the 
neurones in a simple chordotonal organ.
i iL  Ty^ei-. o f Cpm jpctlon
The conventional doctrine often conveyed to students is that 
dendrites conduct graded potentials to the cell where action potentials 
are set up and conducted along the axon to the next point in the chain. 
Yet, as Bullock and Horridge (1965) have pointed out, dendrite and axon 
are anatomical term s and 6hould convey no physiological connotations.
This simple point has been nicely illustrated by recent work on 
mechanoreceptors in the decapods. Mellon and Kennedy (1964) were 
firs t to present evidence that the dendrites o f cutaneous mechano­
receptors in this group conducted action potentials. Th e ir work was 
supported by evidence gained from Mendelson's work on cells  in the PD 
chordotonal organ of Callinectes (1966). Then Hartman and Boettiger
1R,U. . . 1. 1.
Diagrammatic ora wing showing the organization of the PD organ.
The anterior surface faces the reader and oorsal is upwards.
N ovement axons have not been drawn for clarity# ap. flex# apodeme 
of ilexor; close sen.# movement neurons (ESC ana R sC ) with c lose- 
position-seasitivlty; o n«# movement neurons (ESC and • )
with open-po bit ion-sensitivity; elas. org.# elastic organ o r strand; 
pos# n.« position nerves or bundle; elon. sen. c.# elongation sensitive 
c e lls ; relax, sen. c.# relaxation sensitive ce lls ; pos. sen. c.# 
position sensitive cells. Dashed lines indicate movement neurons 
winch are equally sensitive to any position.
------- -
(19b 7) showed that it was possible to record extracellu larly from  two 
points on the dendrites o f neurones in the PD organ of Cancer and to 
determine the conduction velocity o f the impulse.
S im ilarly  Larim er and Kennedy (196b) and Pabst and Kennedy 
(1967) showed that in multiterminal neurones impulses are conducted 
in the dendrites. Here also it was possible to determine conduction 
velocities* and something of the mechanism whereby the widespread 
term inals are activated. It is difficult to believe that the 0.5 cans long
r‘
dendrites in the myochordotonal (MC02) organ and the 1.5 cms dendrites 
o f the p.s.n. neurones do not carry  action potentials. Indeed it seems 
possible that this is a general feature o f decapod mechano receptors.
As a corrective  to such generalisations it should be noted that 
Bush* Ripley and Roberts (1968a* b) demonstrated that the dendrites of 
certain neurones innervating receptors in the T/C complex of Carcinus 
normally conduct only graded potentials into the CNS and that this in­
formation is sufficient to produce re flex  activity. This physiological 
work provides some explanation of the odd anatomical findings of the 
large diameter innervating processes in Alexandrowicz and W hitear'e 
original description.
iv. Control of abdominal position in the crayfish
The investigations discussed here are all by Kennedy and his
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associates. The papers are listed in Table A, 1.5, The work demon­
strated the function of the slow tonic MRO and one other sensory system 
in the control of abdominal posture in the crayfish. It also showed the 
relationship of the peripherally originating MRO information to the 
centrally generated command information within the total control 
system .
Initially the m ajor e ffort was devoted to discovering the properties 
of the neuromuscular system in the abdomen. It was found that there 
were two distinct anatomical and functional systems o f muscles. T o  
paraphrase Kennedy* Evoy* F ields (1966):
'Between 60 and 90 per cent o f the segmental abdominal muscula­
ture (the deep twitch system of extensors and flexors) and over 60 per 
cent of the motor neurones supplying it* have been invested in a stereo­
typed* special behaviour (the escape tail flip ) perform ed only in 
relatively  rare emergencies'.
They took advantage o f this by leaving aside the large component 
and concentrating their e fforts on the rest. That is the superficial 
extensors and flexors concerned with posture o f the abdomen. The 
fact that these muscles are supplied by a small number of motor 
neurones which can be identified by spike s ize considerably aided 
their investigations.
ou t; > -..Itrol of t u  gt ition ,U U -' U ; ' rv , i i .h
1963 Field© and Kennedy Functional role of O.
l %6 Kennedy and Takede Reflex control of abdominal
flexci i -uscles.
i. Twitch system,
U, Tonic system,
1906 Kennedy, voy v.nd F ields Unit basis of some crus-
1966 Fields
1906 Kennedy, Uvcy, H ana welt
1967 F ields, uvoy, Kennedy
1967 r-voy, Kennedy , ilson
1967 Fabst and Kennedy
1967 uvoy, Kennedy
tc>cean re f l . es.
Proprioceptive control of 
posture in crayfish abdomen,
Release of co -ordinated 
beh. vie, '  iii c ^iiyfith by 
©ingle c„-nUc-* neurone©,
Keflex ro le played by 
efferent control o f an in­
vertebrate stretch receptor.
Discharge patterns of 
neurones supplying tonic 
abdomen llexor muscles.
Cutaneous ..echanoreceptor 
influencing motor output in 
crayfish abdomen.
Central nervous organisation 
underlying control of antug- 
ooistic muscles in crayfish,
i. Types o f co* a n and fibres.
U, Coding oi position by 
command fibres.
A. Command F ibres
Before going on to consider in detail the role of the sense organs 
in the control system it is necessary to deal with three of the later 
papers on command fibres. These investigations are summarised in 
table A. 1.6. One of their other m ajor conclusions is o f interest here :
•Single interneurones, o r  severa l in combination, thus provide 
entirely adequate channels for the production of complex co-ordinated 
movements. Though proprioceptive feedback from the periphery may 
be used to stabilize o r  amplify some movements, it is entirely unneces­
sary fo r their co-ordination o r  fo r  their temporal regulation*.
The sense organs we are dealing with therefore function in this 
minor role. The basic pattern is generated centrally (though clearly 
this is determined by sensory input patterns, see table A . I .6., section 
4).
B. The Tonic rcotor System
Figure A. 1.2. shows the layout of the muscles and gaiglia in the 
crayfish abdomen. Table A. 1.7. summarises the information on the 
neuromuscular system of the superficial extensor and flexor sets of 
muscles. Kennedy, Evoy and F ields (1905) conclude:
•The neuromuscular apparatus is highly complex. Regions of 
single muscles have an internal heterogeneity which we, at least, had
100.
Command F ibres in the Control of the Crayfish Mbdomea
1, A lim ited number of “ commend11 interneurcns mediate the 
release of co-ordinated ganglionic output to antagonistic 
postural muscles in the crayfish abdomen. Graded contractions 
of these muscles are regulated by the frequency of discharge in 
several motoneurons* whose own discharge is in turn controlled 
by the level of activity in command fibres.
2. Different command fib res having a s im ilar effect (i.e. flexion or 
extension) vary in the rela tive effectiveness with which they 
excite specific motoneurons. This selectivity is responsible 
for different rates of tension development.
S. Command fibres connect with the postural motor system in each 
segment in a bilaterally sym m etrical fashion, Many of the same 
command elements also have unilateral o r reciprocal efiectu on 
other motor systems, especially on those which control the 
swim m erets cum uropods,
4. The reciprocity between fle xo rs  and extensors is inherent in the 
ganglionic organization. Activation o r modulation of this gan­
glionic centre is accomplished by the command interneurons, 
which in turn are activated by appropriate combinations of
sensory inputs. A wide variety o f postural adjustments may 
thus be controlled by a lim ited number of central neurons that 
make complex but specific output connections.
5, Single central interneurons that produce flexion o r extension 
in the crayfish abdomen act In a co-ordinated fashion upon 
several ganglia. Each of several elements evoking a sim ilar 
type of movement has a unique distribution o f output to ganglionic 
centres: thus on© o f them may produce prim arily rostral 
extension or lexion, another a prim arily caudal movement, 
still another a m ore general one. Each motor command therefore 
appears to code for a specific abdominal geometry. Some units 
produce complex, cyclic motor outflow to postural muscles o f 
the abdo nen, or to the appendages.
FIGURE A A . ' \
Diagrammatic representation of a lateral view of the tonic rnuscie6* 
their innervation* and the exoskeleton of three abdominal segments 
in the crayfish* E* superiicial extensors; F* superficial flexors; 
tv,KO» tonic muscle receptor organ; R iii. superficial branch of the 
third root; second root, heavily inkec portions of exoskeleton 
are rigid* lightly inked ones flexible* The c irc les  at the interseg- 
mentai junctions mark the approximate pivot joints to flexion and 
extension* i he important feature of the arrangement is that flexor 
activity in one segment oende the anterior joint of that segment* 
stretching the MUO belonging to the next segment ahead.
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not expected; and different elements within them may be called into 
action for reflexes d iffering in speed of execution or source of 
stimulus. Finally, although sets o f motor axons do not appear to be 
connected with great precision to muscle fibres, the elements appear 
to possess considerable individual functional specificity. The concept 
of a motor neurone '‘ pool" is thu6 not very helpful in describing the 
system •.
The interesting recent developments in arthropod neuromuscular 
investigations form a different story which will not be dealt with here.
C. Sensory Systems
a. The Extensors and the Tonic MRO
By recording the central effects of MRO stimulations it was shown 
that the medial phasic MRO was probably associated with the phasic 
motor system. It had no demonstrable effect on the tonic muscle 
system. On the other hand the activity o f the tonic MRO was shown to 
be intimately connected with the functions of the tonic extensor neuro­
muscular system. I am therefore only concerned with this receptor.
It was then shown that the receptor muscle RM, snares a motor 
neurone with the functional extensor muscles. Graded stimuli were 
applied to the dorsal nerve (part o f root two, r ii figure A. 1.2.) and the 
receptor discharge monitored. It was possible to correlate sudden
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increases in sensory output with the appearance of junctional 
potentials in the slow extensor fib res as the intensity o f shocks to the 
nerve was increased. In most cases the receptor muscle is only 
innervated by axon 4 of the motor neurone system.
Then returning to the central effects of stimulation of the receptor 
it was shown that only ont of the mctor neurones to the functional 
extensors was activated by the receptor input. The axon was identified 
as No. 2. Th is motor neurone innervates over 90 per cent of the super­
fic ia l extensor muscle fib res and tends to produce large junctional 
potentials in most of them (table A. 1.7.) It is therefore a highly 
effective route for re flex  excitation of the muscle system. The input 
from  the stretch receptor to this axon shows a dramatic summation with 
tactile input. The relationship between MRO receptor discharge and 
motor axon 2 discharge is linear. In addition a weak inhibitory effect 
of MRO discharge on the sm allest axon 1 wa6 demonstrated. Axon 1 
may occasionally Innervate the receptor muscle but axon 2 certainly 
does not. These relationships between the MRO and the extensor motor 
neurones are given in table A. 1.8.
The discharge o f the tonic MRO was found to have e lim ited seg­
mental effect. Besides the excitation of axon 2 it only excites the 
inhibitory accessory nerve to it&elf. There is no effect on the contra-
10&
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Extensors only (excites) •
E x t e n s o r s  only (e x c ite s )
Extensors, MHO (excites)
Extensors only (inhibits)
Extensors only (excites)
M R O  d e n d r ite s  end s o m a  
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lateral axon 2. A lso the effect on axon 2 is virtually segment specific 
being 10 times greater in the receptor segment than in the next anterior 
or posterior segment. The intersegmentai effect on  the accessory 
nerve i s strikingly different* the next anterior segment accessory nerve 
being affected to a greater extent.
It was further found that in natural and experimental situations 
different types of command fib re can activate only motor axons to 
functional muscles (not axon 4) or functional muscles plus axon 4. The 
two different command fibre types would clearly have a different effect 
on reafferent excitation of axon 2. S im ilarly  natural and experimental 
activation of the inhibitory accessory nerve to the receptor muscle were 
demonstrated. This leads to a reduction in axon 2 discharge.
F ields (1967) studied the position of the abdomen and MRO dis­
charges occurring at the same time. He found that;
(a) receptor output varied widely with small changes in position and
(b) conversely there was often no receptor output when the abdomen 
changed its degree o f flexion extensively.
Receptor output sometimes actually increased when the segment short­
ened; the exact opposite of what would be expected from  the anatomy.
Most noticeably it was repeatedly observed that if the abdomen was 
manually flexed from  a set position it returned to that position* often
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with rerru rkable precision. The slow MRO discharge increased when 
the tail was manually flexed and was progressively silenced as the initial 
position was reapproached. C learly  the MRO is not a simple length 
detector. To quote Fields:
•The analysis o f the innervation pattern and re flex  effects of the 
tonic MRO indicates that the following sequence o f events takes place 
in naturally occurring extension of the tail. When the segmental slow 
extensor motoneurone(s) which supply RM l are activated, the muscle o f 
the tonic MRO contracts and the receptor discharge increases; this in 
turn feeds back as excitation to the most widely distributed of the slow 
motoneurones. As the extensor muscles shorten, tension in R M I de­
creases, resulting in a decreased frequency of firing in the sensory 
neurone. The validity of this postulated sequence is supported by results 
showing that tactile stimulation may cause a transient rise  in the 
frequency of receptor discharge which in turn evokes motoneurone dis­
charge (F ields £ Kennedy, 1965). Since the impulse frequency o f the 
M RO is a linear function of tension, which is in turn d irectly related to 
the initial length of RM 1, the magnitude of the sensory discharge fed 
back in response to motoneurone activity will depend on the initial length 
of R M l.1
Fields* diagrammatic representation of the function of the tonic N RO
is shown in figure A. 1.3. His comments on this model are worth 
quoting in some detail:
•Presynaptic drive to the slow extensor motoneurone(s) that supply 
RM 1 determines the set point. The output* tail position (in this ca6e, 
lengthening o f the reference segment), represents a balance between the 
various inputs including segmental motoneurone activity (neg£d:ive, Le. 
shorten the reference segment) and the opposing forces of flexor con­
traction, gravity and contraction of extensors in adjacent segments 
(positive, i.e. lengthen the reference segment). The stretch receptor 
acts as an e rro r  detector which responds to differences between the set 
point (at which its output is zero ) and the actual tail position; the mag­
nitude o f this e rro r  is, of course, given by the impulse frequency of 
the MRO. MRO discharge activates one of the extensor motoneurones, 
resulting in shortening o f the segment and reduction of the error. By 
altering excitatory input to the motoneurone supplying RM1 the set 
point can be varied, allowing the servo loop to operate over a wide range 
of abdominal positions. Such a system enables the crayfish to adjust 
the force o f slow extensor contraction to any level that might be required 
to compensate fo r changes in load o r muscle power (i.e. resulting from 
fatigue or contraction of synergists).1
•The finding that the excitation fed back to the slow extensor moto­
neurones via MRO discharge does not affect the motoneurones supplying
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Block diagram of the servo control system for regulation of tonic 
contraction* Large rectangles represent structures named within; 
small squares represent transducing functions; N, neuro-neurrl 
synapse; M, neuromuscular junction; T , converts tension to length 
chan^o (i*e. series  and parallel v isco-elastic properties o f the slow 
extensor muscles); L , converts length change to tension (v isco­
elastic properties of RM I); R, converts dendritic deformation to 
membrane depolarization (receptor potentials). Open c irc les  
represent summing points and closed c irc les  represent p ick-off 
points for feedback loops* ( I )  Reference input, related to •desired' 
position (i*e* set point); (2) actuating signal (excitatory input to 
motoneurone supplying RV 1); (3) controlled variable (net tension 
in extensors); (4) by altering the mechanical properties o f RM i,  
i* e. its length-tension curve, activity in the motor nerve to RM 1 
determines the discharge rate o f the MRO at any given length. RM 1 
length equals segment length* If segment length is greater than 
•desired*, RM I tension produces a generator potential (5) which 
exceeus threshold fo r MRO discharge, the e rro r  sij±aal (6 ); (7) 
inhibitory junctional potential set up by accessory nerve activity*
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Rfv I is of theoretical importance, since if N RO output caused contrac­
tion of RK 1 the e rro r  signal would be distorted. Further, this type of 
positive feedback, although diminished by concomitant extensor contrac­
tion tending to unload the receptor, could lead to instability of the servo 
mechanism.*
*It is significant that the motoneurone activated by the tonic MRO 
has the lowest threshold to tactile stimulation and apparently supplies 
every superficial extensor muscle fib re except the receptor muscle. 
Among the consequences of this arrangement are: firs t, that the wide 
distribution and greater excitability o f the motoneurone activated by the 
MRO increases the gain of the servo loop without sacrificing stability; 
and second, that the arrangement allows filtering of ’ noise*, since 
transient minor input will cause only a transient shortening of the seg­
ment and will not activate the servo loop. Finally, the tonic extensor 
motoneurones can serve an 'arousal* function, since tactile  stimulation 
almost anywhere on the exoskeleton will excite them. If the servo loop 
is then brought into action by higher centres, the M -O  input will summate 
with the tactile input either centrally o r at the neuromuscular junction.'
F inally, F ields, Evoy, Kennedy (1967) made some statements about 
the accessory nerve re flex  and the total control system.
•Central initiation of inhibitory outflow to the K RO via the accessory
106.
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nerve has been experimentally produced by stimulation of interneurons 
and of the N F’O afferent itself. These reflexes tend to inactivate the 
servo loop in the affected segment. and thereby decrease the resistance 
to centrally evoked flexion. Since any known central o r  segmental 
input producing flexion will reciprocally  inhibit extensor motoneurons, 
the resistance reflex  loop in that segment is broken and there is little 
need for self-inhibition of the MRO. The results show# however, that 
the most powerful inhibition produced by accessory nerve discharge is 
exerted upon th- next anterior ganglion. Indeed, the innervation of 
antagonist muscles is such (figure A .I. 2l) that active flexion in a given 
segment provides MRO input in the next anterior ganglion and hence 
g ives a meximal accessory nerve reflex  two ganglia away. At this 
point the central drive on the axon driven by the N RO (no. 2) will be 
reduced. Flexion initiated in any posterior ganglion by central 
command - or by imposed forces -  w ill thus produce a flexor bias 
anteriorly, and probably would result in overall changes in conformation 
that follow the local change.
Of the two control system© studied that affect extensor muscles, 
one mediates a set position of the abdomen through the adjustment of a 
length-specific reference system and the other evokes a wide range of 
movements that are superimposed upon this. The separation of central
pathways for these two effects allows temporary changes in position 
to be interpolated Into the posture set by the MRO and, at the same 
tim e, perm its new postures to be adopted through alterations in MRO 
excitability. The multisegmental nature of the accessory nerve reflex 
provides overa ll co-ordination by tem porarily shutting o ff the receptor 
signal in anterior segments. Since axon 4, which innervates the 
receptor muscle, is not affected by this reflex , the centrally determined 
setpoint is preserved. Various interruptions in the posture maintained 
by the MRO servo are thus possible, whether they are mediated by un­
shared motoneurons o r  by the anteriorly directed cascade of accessory 
nerve activity. F o liowiig such relatively transient changes the abdomen 
will resume the initial conformation set by efferent discharge to the 
MRO*.
To summarise, the MRO functions to correct imbalances between 
positions set by the CNS and the position achieved in the environment. 
For instance if the crayfish moves from water into a ir the seme set 
level o f activity in the shared motoneurone will produce a shortening 
which lags behind the tension developed in the receptor muscle. The 
resulting MRO discharge will therefore supply more tension in the 
functional muscle via axon 2 until the set position is reached.
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b. The F lexors and the Ventral Cutaneous Mechano receptors
One sensory system has so far been found to a ffect the motor 
supply to the flexor muscles o f the postural system. These sensory 
ce lls  have been described by Pabst and Kennedy (1967). Figure A. 1.4. 
shows the location o f these cells. In the firs t and second root o f all 
abdominal ganglia several somata (0- 6) were usually located within a 
few mm. of the ganglion. The ce lls  were 50-70pm by 20-45um. 
Approximately 80 per cent were bipolar and the rest tripolar. The 
dendritic processes of these ce lls  spread over a wide area.
The ce lls  respond to mechanical stimulation of widely spaced 
areas of cuticle (figure A. 1.4.). The term inals of the dendritic ram ­
ifications were shown to be invaded by axon reflex  and the dendritic 
conduction tim e to be 0. 8m/sec.
Stimulation of these receptors by gentle pressure on the soft 
cuticle of the abdomen causes suppression of the spontaneous motor 
output that goes to the slow flexor muscles via the luperfic ia l branch 
of the 3rd root. The receptors produce an even stronger suppression 
of the motor output to the swimmeret muscles causing immediate 
relaxation of the appendages. The effect on the motor system of 
natural stimulation was shown in adjacent ipsilateral segments and to 
a lesser extent contralaterally.
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F IG U fv  A . 1 .4 .
View of a portion of the crayfish abdomen, showing ganglia 3 and 
4 exposed with their first and second roots. The sensory fields 
o f the two ceils  indicated by the arrows in the first root o f ganglion 
3 and the second root of ganglion 4 are shown by the vertica lly  and 
horizontally striped areas, respectively. The dotted lines show 
the attachments of the superficial flexor muscles.

The intersegmental re flex  effects allowed the convergence of 
these efferents upon single multisegrnental interneurones to be examined 
and also an attempt to be made to determine whether activity in these 
interneurones is directly responsible for commands to the motor system. 
Again the conclusions are worth quoting in detail.
•The convergence of input from  these vent rally located cutaneous 
mechenoreceptors upon central intemeurons obeys in a general way the 
rules established for other sensory modalities in the same organism 
(Wiercima# 1958; Vviersma and Hughes, 1961). Single interneurons 
collect input from  homologous regions of a number of adjacent appen­
dages; and it is possible to specify individual interneurons uniquely In 
term s of the combination of peripheral areas they represent and their 
locations in the central connective. Like interneurons belonging to 
other systems, these show some tendency to rece ive  m ore than one 
modality. In particular, it is not uncommon for hair receptors and 
pressure receptors from the pleural plate to share central connections 
with the cuticular fibers. The number of interneurons involved in the 
central representation of the cuticular input suggests that it is a 
significant one.*
•The experiments afforded us an opportunity to inspect the sensory 
fields of such interneurons and their reflex effects in the same experi­
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mental settir . Stimulation of single fibers had previously been 
shown (Kennedy, Evoy and Hanawalt, 1966) to produce complex, 
reciprocal motor outputs to postural muscles in the abdominal segment . 
Since natural stimulation of the receptors under study here produced 
strong reflex  effects on that system, it was natural to attempt to demon­
strate motor connections for the same intemeurons from which we 
recorded. In fact, nearly all of the 21 units in our sample were 
obtained by the procedure o f stripping fine filaments o f nerve from a 
connective, stimulating them, and further analyzing those which pro­
duced reflex  suppression of motor outflow to the slow flexor muscles.
We encountered little  success in our few attempts to find these inter­
neurons by dissecting bundles and exploring the receptive fields of units 
in them one after another. In every case where an interneuron received 
powerful input from the ventral cuticle in the region of the slow flexor 
m uscles, electrica l stimulation of that unit at 75 per sec produced 
effective sup ression in one o r  m ore abdominal segments. We were 
not able, in these experiments, to correlate the segmental distribution 
o f motor outflow with that for input. However it was observed that 
most such neurons produced effects in at least two adjacent segments. 
Our experiments do not show that these interneurons act d irectly upon 
motoneurons; they may be separated from the final pathway to muscle
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by one or m ore synapses. It is clear, however, that interneurons 
spanning several segments in the abdominal region of the central 
nervous system are located directly on the pathway from receptor 
to motoneuron, and they serve to spread the influence of a regionally 
localized stimulus to the entire responding system .'
/-v. 1.4. Conclusions
It seems probable to me that we shall soon have reached the 
end of the firs t stage of the investigations in this subject. We shall 
know the anatomy, operative stimulus and input characteristics o f the 
major proprioceptors in a few o f the decapods. Kennedy and his assoc* 
iates have indicated the further investigations which must follow before 
a reasonable understanding of the role of these organs will be obtained. 
Behaviour, neuromuscular systems, intemeurones must all be analysed. 
Perhaps the specific gap in the work discussed in the last sub-section, 
the relationship of sensory collecting interneurones to premotor inter­
neurones, will prove to be the most interesting and difficult general 
problem in these further studies.
Finally it is necessary to return to the question of why animals 
with such important command systems need proprioceptors. The 
answer is of course that in many instances the effect of the central 
command will be distorted in the operating system. For example 
Wilson (1968) thinks that in the locust flight system the effect of
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proprioceptive input is to determine tfcie most efficient wingbeat 
frequency in relation to the animal's size. The crayfish abdomen 
position needs to be more closely controlled and therefore the 
proprioceptors are m ore complex and important. This is presumably 
also true of the walking legs whose operation must be closely matched 
to the substrate conditions.
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